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ABSTRACT 

The DNA damage response (DDR) is a vast network of molecules that preserves genome 

integrity and allow the faithful transmission of genetic information in human cells. While the 

usual response to the detection of DNA lesions in cells involves the control of cell-cycle 

checkpoints, repair proteins or apoptosis, alterations of the repair processes can lead to cellular 

dysfunction, diseases, or cancer. Besides, cancer patients with DDR alterations often show poor 

survival and chemoresistance. Despite the progress made in recent years in identifying genes 

and proteins involved in DDR and their roles in cellular physiology and pathology, the question 

of the involvement of DDR in metabolism remains unclear. It remains to study the metabolites 

associated with specific repair pathways or alterations and to investigate whether differences 

exist depending on cellular origin. The identification of DDR-related metabolic pathways and 

of the pathways that cause metabolic reprogramming in DDR-deficient cells may produce new 

targets for the development of new therapies. 

In this thesis, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was used to assess the 

metabolic consequence of the loss of two central DNA repair proteins with importance in 

diseases context, ATM and RNase H2, in haematological cells. An increase in intracellular 

taurine was found in RNase H2- and ATM-deficient cells compared to wild-type cells for these 

genes and in cells after exposition to a source of DNA damage. The rise in taurine does not 

appear to result from an increase in its biosynthesis from cysteine, but more likely from other 

cellular processes such as degradation pathways.  

Overall, evidence for metabolic reprogramming in haematological cells with faults in DNA 

repair resulting from ATM or RNase H2 deficiencies or upon exposition to a source of DNA 

damage is presented in this study.
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 The DNA damage response 

Every day, each human cell is subject to thousands of DNA lesions 1. The type of DNA lesion 

will depend on the origin of damage, divided into two categories: (I) endogenous damage that 

occurs after endogenous cellular processes, such as replication errors, metabolism, and 

oxidative stress. (II) exogenous damage caused by external factors, including ultraviolet (UV) 

and ionising radiation (IR), chemicals or chemotherapeutic drugs 2. Fortunately, cells have 

evolved mechanisms for the detection and the repair of DNA lesions, united under the term of 

DNA damage response (DDR), to preserve genomic integrity and prevent the transmission of 

heritable genetic mutations. The typical DDR involves the detection of damage by sensors, the 

diffusion of the signal to transducers and the recruitment of repair molecules at the site of DNA 

damage so that the proper cellular response by the downstream effectors ensues. The type of 

DNA damage sensors and repair mechanisms are various and depend on the DNA lesion, as 

reviewed in 1,3,4.  

The DDR is mainly controlled by three members of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-like 

kinases (PIKK) family: ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), ATM and Rad3 related (ATR), 

and DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK).  The type of damage governs the activation of 

either of these kinases, which will phosphorylate and activate various downstream targets to 

trigger repair pathways and cell cycle arrest, as reviewed in 5. Among DDR pathways, the base 

excision repair (BER) allows the repair of damaged DNA bases, including oxidised, deaminated 

and alkylated bases, abasic sites, and single-strand breaks 6. Nucleotide excision repair (NER) 

exists to remove bulky DNA lesions, including DNA adducts and DNA interstrand cross-links, 

such as those produced by exposure to UV radiation and chemical agents 7. Misincorporated 

nucleotides occurring during replication are detected and excised by the mismatch repair (MM) 

pathway, which is also responsible for repairing insertion-deletion mismatches in DNA 8. 
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Finally, homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) are the two 

major pathways for repairing DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) 9. Examples of DNA damage 

and the associated repair pathways and cellular responses are depicted in Figure 1‑1. Ultimately, 

the DDR ensures the arrest of the cell cycle for DNA reparations or the initiation of apoptosis 

when the DNA lesions cannot be repaired 10.  Faulty repair processes can result in an increased 

sensitivity to DNA damaging agents and can cause diseases, including cancers 11. Therefore, 

the study of the DDR is not only crucial to explain how cells protect their DNA against threats 

but also to examine the consequence of faulty DDR in a pathological context.  

This thesis describes some key proteins implicated in DNA repair and fundamental cellular 

processes associated with the DDR, focusing on DNA double-strand break and the nucleotide 

excision repair pathways. 
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of DNA damage and associated DNA repair 

pathways and cellular responses 

The sources of DNA damage can be endogenous or exogenous. They can cause a variety of 

DNA lesions such as base damage, mismatched nucleotides, single or double-strand break. In 

response, cells have evolved repair mechanisms, including, base-excision repair (BER), 

nucleotide-excision repair (NER), mismatch repair (MMR), homologous recombination (HR), 

and non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). If lesions are repaired, cells will be able to survive; 

otherwise, they will enter apoptosis or accumulate chromosomic instability. Adapted from Aziz 

et al. 4 
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 Ataxia–telangiectasia mutated and the DNA double-

strand breaks repair 

1.1.1.1. The ATM gene and protein 

The ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) gene, located on chromosome 11q22-q23 6, was first 

identified and described by Savitsky et al. 12. Mutations of that gene are responsible for the 

neurodegenerative disorder ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) characterised by immunodeficiency, 

cerebellar degeneration, increased risk of cancer, and radiation sensitivity 14. The ATM gene 

encodes a 350 kDa serine-threonine protein kinase, ATM15 and belongs to the PIKK family. 

Therefore, ATM contains a catalytic domain homologous to the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase 

(PI3K) at the C-terminus together with FAT and FATC motifs 16.  On the other hand, the N-

terminus comprises a binding site for ATM target proteins, including, p53, BRCA1 and SMC1 

17 (Figure 1-2).  

In cells, the ATM protein is mainly found in the nucleus, although around 20% is also present 

in the cytoplasm 18. In the inactive state, ATM forms a noncovalent dimer. The 

autophosphorylation of the ATM dimer induces a change in the kinase structure that will cause 

the conversion of ATM into an active covalent dimer 19 or monomers 20. Besides, upon ATM 

activation, the protein interaction domain in N-terminus becomes accessible 17.  

 

1.1.1.2. Role of ATM in double-strand breaks signalling 

The ATM kinase plays an essential role in the DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) signalling 

and repair where it protects genome integrity by initiating cell cycle arrest, DNA repair or 

apoptosis, reviewed in 21,22.  DNA double-strand breaks for which both complementary DNA 

strands are damaged can be caused by exposure of cells to DNA damaging agents, including 

ionising radiation, certain drugs, or chemotherapeutic agents. DSBs can also occur in the 
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context of endogenous events such as DNA replication, when processing replication forks, 

during mitotic, meiotic and oxidative stress 23. Near-simultaneous excision of neighbouring 

lesions in opposing DNA strands during BER can also generate DSBs 24.  Programmed DSBs 

and their consecutive repair, on the other hand, are crucial to generate biological diversity, 

including DSBs produced during meiotic recombination, V(D)J recombination in T and B 

lymphocytes or immunoglobulin class-switch recombination in B-lymphocytes reviewed in 25. 

It is estimated that 10-50 DSBs occur per cell every day 26.  While this number can seem 

relatively low compared to the total of DNA lesions occurring in our cells per day, DSBs are 

the most toxic lesions in cells. They can cause genome rearrangements if not repaired or 

misrepaired, including mutations, insertions, deletions or chromosomal loss, translocations, and 

fusions. The failure to properly repair DSBs can also result in loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of 

tumour suppressor genes 27, and genome instability 28, characteristics commonly found among 

tumours, or cell death if left unrepaired 23. Therefore detection and repair of DSBs are critical 

for maintaining genome stability and preventing the onset of cancer 1. 

In mammalian cells, the MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 (MRN) complex is the central sensor for 

DSBs. Upon DSBs recognition, MRN binds to the broken ends and tethers them together 29. 

The ATM protein partially activated in response to DSB is recruited at the break site where it 

binds to NBS1 in the MRN complex 30, causing its full activation by autophosphorylation on 

Ser367, Ser1983 and Ser1981 20 and acetylation at Lys3016 by the acetyltransferase TIP60 31. 

Activated ATM monomers phosphorylate and activate various substrates with roles in DNA 

repair, cell checkpoint activation, transcription or apoptosis, as reviewed by Kastan et al. 32. 

Among ATM targets, the histone H2AX is phosphorylated on ser139 after binding to active 

ATM monomers, changing its conformation into its active form ℽH2AX 33. ℽH2AX acts as a 

recruitment platform for many other repair proteins, including 53 BP1, BRCA1, and MDC1 34.  
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ATM also controls the stabilisation and activation of the tumour suppressor protein p53 35,36. 

Under normal conditions, p53 is maintained at 

low levels through its interaction with the mouse double minute 2 homolog (MDM2), causing 

its constant ubiquitylation and degradation by the proteasome complex. On DSB, active ATM 

phosphorylates p53  and MDM2, making it impossible to bind to p53 37. Similarly, CHK2 also 

phosphorylates the p53 transactivation domain that usually binds to MDM2 to suppress MDM2 

negative control 38. As a result, p53 survives in cells and forms tetramers that bind to DNA and 

control the expression of genes involved in DNA repair machinery, cell cycle or apoptosis 39.  

Active ATM also controls crucial cell cycle checkpoints. ATM phosphorylates CHK2 40 and 

Artemis 41, leading to activation of S-phase cell cycle checkpoint or G2/M checkpoint 

activation, respectively. Also, due to p53 activation by ATM, p21 is upregulated and cause 

cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibition. It mediates cell cycle arrest, as reviewed by 

Karimian et al. 42. Altogether ATM and its substrates prevent the transmission of erroneous 

DNA by initiating cell cycle arrest until the repair is complete. However, when the damage 

accumulates or is too severe, the ATM–Chk2–p53 apoptotic-signalling pathway is initiated and 

leads to the activation of pro-apoptotic genes under the control of p53, including Bax (Bcl2-

associated X protein), Puma (p53-upregulated modulator of apoptosis) or the FAS receptor. As 

a result, controlled cell death is initiated, reviewed in 43. 

 

1.1.1.3. DSB repair pathway choice 

Multiple pathways exist in mammalian cells to repair double-strand breaks, the two crucial 

ones being non-homologous end joining and homologous recombination. NHEJ is a cell cycle 

independent process consisting of the direct ligation of the broken DNA ends without requiring 

long sequence homologies 44. When the DNA ends are clean with complementary and not 
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damaged bases, repair by NHEJ occurs accurately. However, unprecise joining by NHEJ can 

cause small insertions or deletions, giving it a reputation of error-prone pathway 45. 

Homologous recombination (HR), on the other hand, is highly accurate but is cell-cycle 

dependent as it requires a homologous template to restore the damaged segment of DNA, 

ideally the intact sister chromatid in mitotic cells or a homologous chromosome in meiotic cells 

46.  Both HR and NHEJ pathways are summarised in Figure 1-3. 

The first pathway, NHEJ, is initiated by DSB recognition and subsequent binding of the 

Ku70/Ku80 complex to broken DNA ends 47. Then, Ku70/Ku80 recruits other components of 

the NHEJ machinery, including the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA 

PKcs). Together, Ku70/Ku80 and DNA PKcs form a holoenzyme called DNA-dependent 

protein kinase (DNA PK) 48. DNA PK recruits other downstream target proteins, including 

Artemis. Artemis is activated by phosphorylation at the catalytic site of DNA PK and, through 

its exonuclease activity, trims the ssDNA overhangs from the break. It results in blunt ends on 

both strands of the DSB that can be ligated 49. Various DNA ends are generated at the break. 

Besides, DSBs are often dirty breaks with overhangs that are not immediately ready for ligation. 

Therefore, the NHEJ machinery has many other components to process DNA ends, including 

DNA polymerases μ/λ and polynucleotide kinase, reviewed in 50. Ultimately, clean DNA ends 

will be ligated by the XRCC4-XLF-DNA ligase IV complex 51. 

In HR, the MRN complex binding to the loose ends on either side of the break initiates the 

recruitment and successive binding of the CtlP protein to NBS1 52. Next, a two-phase process, 

DNA-end resection, occurs, resulting in the trimming of portions of DNA at the 5’ ends of the 

break. During the first step, called 5’ to 3’ end resection, MRN complexed with CtlP moves 

away from the break over 100-200 base pairs. Through the endonucleolytic activity of MRe11, 

the MRN complex makes a nick in the single DNA strand that has its 5’ extremity facing the 

broken ends. During long-range resection, the exonuclease activity of Mre11 in the CtIP/MRN 
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complex removes the nucleotides in a 3’ to 5’ direction from the nick towards the DNA break 

53. In parallel, other proteins, including exonuclease 1 (Exo1), DNA helicase/nuclease 2 

(DNA2) and the Bloom helicase (BLM), are recruited to facilitate long-range resection 54. In 

the end, ~1000 bp 3’ single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) overhangs are produced on either side of 

the break 55. The resulting 3’ ssDNA are coated by Replication Protein A (RPA) for stabilisation 

and to prevent their degradation from nucleases 56. With the help of various other proteins, 

including Breast Cancer 2 (BRCA2) protein, RAD 51 will then replace RPA to form RAD51-

ssDNA nucleofilaments on the 3’ ends 57. RAD51 nucleofilaments initiate a homology search 

on the sister chromatid to find DNA sequences complementary to the 3’ overhang. Once found, 

RAD51 catalyses the opening of the strand on the sister chromatid (homologous chromosome) 

and insert the broken 3’ overhang DNA section complementary to the intact sister chromatid. 

This process called DNA strand invasion results in displacement loop (D-loop) formation 

between the 3’ ssDNA overhang and the sister chromatid 58. Then, new DNA will be 

synthesised by a DNA polymerase on the invading 3’ strand until complete strand extension 46. 

Finally, distinct pathways exist to resolve the junctions formed after DNA synthesis into either 

non-crossover or crossover products 59. In the context of DSBs repair, given the aim of HR to 

restore the broken DNA sequence to its origin, non-crossover products are usually generated.  

The choice of the DSB repair pathway is tightly regulated and depends on cell type, cell cycle 

stage and lesion context so that the repair process is optimal, reviewed in 60. In proliferative 

humans cells, the most commonly used pathway to repair DSBs is NHEJ 61. It is because NHEJ 

is supposed to be faster and occurs at any stage of the cell cycle, unlike homologous 

recombination that can only take place in the presence of a homologous template.  Therefore, 

cells control the expression and activity of constituents of the HR pathway to ensure 

recombination only occurs during the S-G2 phase of the cell cycle, when a sister chromatid is 

present 62. The MRN complex, in addition to its central role in DSBs signalling and detection, 
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also plays an essential role in repair pathway choice and initiation between NHEJ 63 and HR 64. 

Hence, initiation of DNA end resection is another critical mechanism in cells to decide on the 

DSB repair pathway and prevent inappropriate recombination, review in 65. Proteins may also 

play a role in promoting one or the other DSBs repair pathway. For instance, active ATM is 

known to regulate the two major pathways of DSBs repair; ATM initiates homologous 

recombination 66 while it antagonises toxic NHEJ by removing NHEJ proteins Ku and DNA-

PKcs at the site of DSB 67.  

 

1.1.1.4. Implication of ATM in oxidative stress 

Apart from its role in DSBs repair, ATM acts as a redox sensor. Under oxidative stress, ATM 

is activated and converted into an active disulfide-crosslinked dimer. In particular, the cysteine 

2991 in the FATC domain is critical for ATM pathway activation through ROS as its oxidation 

causes the formation of a disulfide bond that activates the dimer  19,68. ATM pathway activation 

through ROS is independent of DSBs and differs from the activation trough the MRN complex. 

Although downstream targets overlap between active ATM dimers and monomers, some of the 

substrates are specific for ATM activation through oxidative stress. In brief, ATM restores 

redox homeostasis by activating antioxidant enzymes 69, the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) 

70, autophagy 71 and by controlling mitochondrial 72, peroxisome 73 and protein 74 homeostasis. 

Figure 1-2 depicts the two ways of ATM activation. 
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Figure 1-2: ATM protein and activation 

Schematic representation of the human ATM protein and activation. A. ATM protein. The ATM 

protein is a serine-threonine kinase (350 kDa) comprising a catalytic domain PI3K, FAT and 

FATC domains, and a N-terminal substrate-binding site.  B. Activation of the ATM protein. 

ATM forms a noncovalent dimer in the inactive state. The ATM protein in its monomer form 

can be activated and recruited at the site of DSBs by the MRN complex. ATM will activate a 

variety of downstream targets to protect genome integrity. When exposed to ROS, ATM is 

converted into an active dimer and restore homeostasis in cells.  
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Figure 1-3: The NHEJ and the HR pathways 

Schematic representation of non-homologous end joining and homologous recombination. 

NHEJ is initiated by the recognition and binding of Ku70/80 heterodimer on broken DNA ends. 

DNA PKcs is recruited at the site of the break. Dirty DNA ends will be processed by an enzyme 

such as the nuclease Artemis before ligation by the XRCC4-XLF-DNA ligase IV complex. 

During HR, the recruitment and binding of CtlP protein to the MRN complex initiates DNA 

end resection. ssDNA overhangs are produced on either side of the break and are coated by 

RPA. Then RAD51, with the help of BRAC2, replaces RPA and initiates homology search and 

DNA strand invasion. Adapted from Brandsma et al. 75.  
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 Ribonuclease H and the ribonucleotide excision repair 

pathway  

Ribonucleases H (RNases H) were discovered in calf thymus by Stein and Hausen 76. These 

enzymes initiate the ribonucleotide excision repair (RER) to remove mistakenly incorporated 

ribonucleotides from RNA/DNA hybrids formed during replication 77.   

In humans, more than a million ribonucleotides are estimated to be wrongly incorporated in 

DNA per replication cycle which is partly explained by the higher intracellular concentration 

of ribonucleotides over deoxyribonucleotides. The misincorporation of ribonucleotides is 

problematic as it modifies the DNA structure locally and makes it more sensitive to strand 

breakage 78. In human cells, structural damage is prevented through two types of ribonuclease 

proteins that differ in their structure and substrate specificity, RNase H1 and RNase H2.  

RNase H1 is a monomeric protein formed of 286 amino acids (AA) that possesses a 

mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS) together with a hybrid binding domain (HBD) in the 

N-terminal region and a catalytic domain in the C-terminal region  79. RNase H2 has three 

subunits indispensable to its activity: one catalytic, RNase H2A (299 AA) and two regulatory 

units,  RNase H2B (312 AA) and RNase H2C (164 AA) 80. Both RNase H1 and H2 can catalyse 

the degradation of four or more ribonucleotides and R-loops, but RNase H2 only can cleave a 

single ribonucleotide in a RNA/DNA hybrid 81–84. The mechanism for the nucleotide excision 

repair described by Sparks et al. 83, depicted in Figure 1-4, is initiated with RNase H2 incision 

in the DNA, on the 5’ side of the ribonucleotide. The RNAse H2 cleavage activity leaves a 

single-stranded DNA break bordered by a 3’ hydroxyl (3’OH) group and a 5’ phosphate 

(5’PO4). The polymerase δ or ε will synthesise the DNA through strand displacement synthesis, 

creating a flap structure containing the ribonucleotide which will be removed through the action 
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of the flap endonuclease FEN1/Exo1. The last step consists in the ligation of the single-strand 

nick via DNA ligase I.  

Although the RNase H2 is the primary source of RNase activity in humans, ribonucleases one 

and two, mutually help genome maintenance and are essential for survival 77,84. Defects in 

RNase H result in chromosomal instability and increase spontaneous DNA damage. In the most 

severe cases, mutations of RNase H2 can cause Aicardi–Goutieres syndrome (AGS), an 

autoimmune disease affecting mostly the central nervous system, the immune system and the 

skin 85,86.  

Over the last 50 years, progress has been made in understanding the role of ribonucleases in 

the DNA damage response. In their review, Feng et al. 87 suggest that due to its structure and 

ability to bind to other proteins, RNase H2 could have different cellular functions besides its 

enzymatic activity. Therefore, more research should be done to give more insight into the role 

of RNase H2 in health and disease. 
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Figure 1-4: Ribonucleotide excision repair mediated by RNase H2 

Schematic representation of the nucleotide excision repair pathway mediated by RNase H2. 

The first step is the incision of the 5’ side ribonucleotide bound to DNA that leaves a single-

stranded DNA break bordered by a 3’ hydroxyl (3’OH) group and a 5’ phosphate (5’PO4). Pol 

δ or ε synthesise DNA through strand displacement synthesis. A flap structure is created and 

removed by FEN1/Exo1. Finally, DNA ligase I ligates the single-strand nick. From Kellner et 

al. 86 
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 The DNA-damage response in diseases  

As mentioned previously, the DNA damage response is crucial to insure DNA stability, the 

transmission of correct genetic information in cells and survival. Given the extent of the DDR, 

there are multiple consequences to the alterations of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA repair 

genes. Notably, there are a variety of DNA-repair diseases that can arise from an inherited 

defect in the DDR, including neuromuscular and neurodegenerative disorders, premature 

ageing and immune dysfunction, reviewed in 1,88. For instance, the Ataxia-telangiectasia and 

Aicardi–Goutieres syndromes mentioned above are caused by mutations in ATM 14 or 

RNaseH2 85, respectively.  

Alteration of fundamental repair pathways has also been shown to be associated with cancer 

predisposition, reviewed in 89. For instance, patients with xeroderma pigmentosum, 

characterised by a defect in the NER exhibit predisposition to skin cancer due to the cell’s 

inability to repair UV-induced DNA lesions 90,91. Also, patients with pathogenic ATM 

mutations have an increased chance of developing breast 92, pancreatic 93, prostate 94and other 

cancers reviewed in 95. On the other hand, defaults in the human BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes that 

code for BRCA proteins involved in the HR pathway, increase the risk of developing breast, 

ovarian cancers 96 or certain leukaemia and lymphoma 97. Also, the polymorphisms of DDR 

genes such as RAD51 or XRCC3, XRCC1 have been associated with increased risk of 

developing haematological malignancies, including acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) 98,99, acute 

lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) 100,101 and Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) 102, reviewed in 103. 

At the cellular level, mutations in DNA-repair genes can cause the gene not to be expressed 

or compel the production of aberrant proteins 104. The failure to arrest the cell cycle at control 

checkpoints and to repair DNA lesions, yet critical to prevent unrepaired DNA from being 

transmitted will cause DNA-damage accumulation. The build-up of DNA errors and the 
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genomic instability that results from DDR-dysregulations can then promote tumorigenesis and 

the development of malignancies 105,106. Hence, most cancer cells  exerts mutations or 

epigenetic silencing of DDR factors 1. The modifications in the DDR or DNA-repair genes may 

result from the application of selective pressures in the tumour microenvironment to select for 

cells with high genomic instability that can adapt quickly to confer growth and survival 

advantage 107–111. Among DDR genes and proteins, ATM has been reported to be defective in 

a multitude of tumours, mostly in haematological malignancies, including chronic lymphocytic 

leukaemia (CLL) 112, T-cell prolymphocytic leukaemia (T-PLL) 113, mantle cell lymphomas 

(MCL) 114, and, Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) 115, reviewed in 116, and in pancreatic 93, colorectal 

117, and breast cancers 118and are associated with poor outcome and chemoresistance. Genetic 

aberrations of ATM are the consequence of 11q deletion and/or ATM mutation and can lead to 

a complete loss of ATM protein and its kinase activity. ATM mutations can also cause the 

production of a mutant ATM protein conserving some kinase activity or of a regular ATM 

protein at lower levels in cells 116,119.  Other common DDR defects in haematological 

malignancies include alterations in TP53 120, RNase H2 121or TET2 122. 

The loss of DDR abilities also influences the cell response to DNA damaging therapies. 

Indeed, most of the chemotherapy drugs operate by inducing DNA damage that compromise 

cell viability, so the treatment’s response will depend on the ability of cells to repair these 

damage efficiently before they become toxic 123. The best example comes from the resistance 

to chemotherapy and radiotherapy observed in cancer cells when specific DNA repair pathways 

are upregulated, reviewed in 124,125. However, it’s possible to targets these cells specifically by 

inhibiting the upregulated pathway using different inhibitors, reviewed in 89. On the other hand, 

the inactivation of specific DDR pathways can cause the cells to be more sensitive to cytotoxic 

treatments, DNA damaging therapies or DDR inhibitors 123,126. That explains the enhanced 

sensitivity to ionising radiation observed in cells that have lost  ATM, the master regulator of 
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the repair of IR-induced DSBs 127. Besides, the complete loss of one of the repair pathways can 

cause cells to be highly dependent on compensatory DDR components and pathways. The 

identification and targeting of these dependencies by DDR inhibitors are the basic principles of 

the synthetic lethality strategy. This approach is based on the assumption that cell death is only 

induced when two pathways are altered together but not separately and was described for the 

first time by Hartwell et al. 128.  The advantage of this approach is that it targets specifically 

DDR-deficient cells, given normal cells with fully functional repair pathways will not be 

affected by the treatment.  For instance, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) inhibition 

has shown efficiency to kill BRCA-mutated cells defective in HR without affecting the viability 

of normal cells 129,130. PARP is involved in the single-strand break (SSBs) repair. Thus, its 

inhibition causes SSBs to persist and subsequently become converted to single-ended DSBs by 

replication forks. These structures are dependent on HR for repair, which is why HR-deficient 

BRCA-mutated cells are sensitive to PARP inhibitors. PARP inhibitors (PARPi) can also be 

used to target HR deficiency caused by ATM-loss 131, defects in CHK2 and others reviewed in 

132. Other examples of synthetic approaches consist of inhibiting ATM, ATR or checkpoints 

kinases 89,123. 

The non-toxic aspect of the synthetic lethality is attractive for clinical application, as 

demonstrated by the number of ongoing clinical trials. The most promising treatment appeared 

to be the usage of PARP inhibitors alone or in combination with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. 

Some are already used in the clinic , including Olaparib (AZD2281) commercialised under the 

name of Lynparza and mainly used in the treatment of ovarian, breast and prostate cancers 133. 

Others such as veliparib demonstrated promising activity for the treatment of leukaemia and 

lymphoma in a clinical trial (clinicaltrials.gov, NCT01139970). 

Given the number of interconnections between the components of the DDR, it is probable that 

other examples of synthetic lethality will be discovered and exploited in therapies in the near 
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future. In this sense, the search for new biomarkers of the DDR defect could help the discovery 

of exploitable weaknesses in patients. Hence, new effective DDR inhibitors could be developed 

for use alone or in combination with chemotherapy or radiotherapy.  
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 Metabolism and the response to DNA damage 

In recent years, evidence has been obtained suggesting the response to DNA damage, in 

addition to being involved in DNA repair and participating in cell survival, also influences cell 

metabolism which includes break down, catabolic and synthesis, anabolic reactions. The links 

between the DDR components and metabolism are made at different levels, reviewed in 134,135, 

and relate to (I) chromatin rearrangements and DNA structure, (II) metabolic rewiring and 

upregulation of nucleotide biosynthesis, (III) redox homeostasis (IV) recycling of the DDR 

components through clearance pathways. 

This section reviews the associations between DNA damage and repair mechanisms with 

metabolism as well as multiple DNA damage sensors and signal transducers in the DDR 

implicated in metabolism. 

 

1.1.4.1. Metabolic intermediates controlling DNA structure and 

remodelling 

In the nucleus, the chromatin structure is dictated by DNA methylation and histone 

posttranslational modifications. The folding of the chromatin directly influences the 

accessibility of molecules to the DNA, including DDR molecules that need to bind to the DNA. 

136,137. Most importantly, the chromatin modulations will directly influence the choice of the 

DNA-repair pathway 138,139. Metabolic intermediates are the source of molecules added to the 

DNA or histone, explaining how metabolism influences the DNA folding and the repair 

pathways 140,141. Therefore, the availability of nutrients and metabolic intermediates will affect 

the DDR.  To this end, the S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) pathway provides most of the methyl-

groups for DNA, and histone methylation and its activity will influence DNA gene expression 

and folding 142,143. Besides, the metabolites acetyl-CoA and acetate are essential for delivering 
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the acetyl-groups required for histone acetylation by the histone acetyltransferases (HATs) 144–

146. Fumarate and succinate, through inactivation of particular histone demethylase activity, 

promote DNA repair 147,148. Other metabolites such as NAD+, FAD or α-ketoglutarate can also 

serve as substrates for enzymes involved in histone posttranslational modifications, reviewed 

in 140.  

 

1.1.4.2. Metabolic rewiring upon DNA repair and damage 

Metabolic rewiring is the strategy cells have found to stimulate DNA repair and reduce the 

risk of mutations. Generally, in response to genotoxic stress, cells increase nucleotide synthesis, 

activate catabolic processes that generate ATP and reduce the energy-consuming anabolic 

reactions 135.   

In cells, salvage pathways can generate nucleotides, but they can also be synthesised de novo 

for DNA synthesis and repair 149. Numerous metabolic pathways participate in the biosynthesis 

of purines and pyrimidines. The most important one, the pentose-phosphate pathway (PPP) is 

initiated by the dehydrogenation of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) during glycolysis by glucose-

6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD). The PPP will produce metabolite intermediates, including 

the ribose-5-phosphate used to generate 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) for 

nucleotide synthesis and produce NADPH from NAD+. On the other hand, the amino acid 

glutamine has a significant influence on the de novo synthesis of nucleotides since it is used for 

the pyrimidine and purine ring construct 150. Therefore glutamine can regulate nucleotide 

production when DNA damage occurs in cells 151. Other metabolites such as aspartate, PPP 

intermediates, and derivatives of the serine/glycine pathway and one-carbon metabolism are 

donors of nitrogen and carbon, necessary for nucleotide synthesis 149. Besides, while the cell 
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cycle is arrested for allowing DNA repair, metabolic pathways essential for cell-cycle 

progression are paused. 

Among DNA repair transducers participating in metabolic rewiring, ATM has been shown to 

enhance nucleotide synthesis via the PPP through its activation of the glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (G6PD) 70,152,153. On the other hand, Sun et al. 154 showed that active ATM could 

phosphorylate GLUT1 to be expressed in the plasma membrane in cancer-associated fibroblasts 

(CAFs).  

Another key protein in the DDR, the tumour suppressor p53 influence the metabolic response 

upon DNA damage and repair. p53 is linked with various metabolic processes, including 

glucose uptake 155,156, glycolysis 157, mitochondrial respiration 158, PPP 159, lipid metabolism 160, 

and glutamine metabolism 161,162, reviewed in 163. Notably, the different isoforms in the sirtuins 

(SIRT) family of proteins involved in the regulation of DNA repair 164 and chromatin structure 

165 also play a role in various metabolic pathway , including glucose 166, glutamine 167, and lipid 

metabolism 168, reviewed in 169. Finally, when DNA lesions occur in cells, PARP1 is activated 

and recruited at the site of DNA damage. PARP1 will synthesise poly ADP ribose (PAR) chains 

through a process called PARylation to signal the lesion and recruit DNA repair molecules 170. 

Given PARylation consumes NAD+  and ATP,  PARP repair activity will cause a reduction in 

intracellular levels of these metabolites which results in AMP kinase (AMPK) activation 171, an 

essential regulator of cellular energy homeostasis 172. In its activated form, AMPK can lower 

ATP-consuming biosynthetic processes and increase ATP-producing pathways such as fatty 

acid oxidation (FAO) or oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) 173.  
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1.1.4.3. The DDR in the regulation of oxidative stress 

The DDR plays a crucial role in the regulation of oxidative stress, which arises when the 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) exceed the antioxidant defences. In cells, ROS can be increased 

because of aerobic metabolism or the activity of the NAD(P)H oxidases (Noxes) 174,175. The 

hydroxyl radical ROS can react with the nucleotides or the deoxyribose through mechanisms 

reviewed in 176. The oxidised nucleotides will usually be removed via the BER pathway in cells. 

On the contrary, ROS-induced DNA damage can degenerate and cause SSBs. If left unrepaired 

by the NER or BER, the SSBs can alter the replication fork, causing DNA replication stress, 

chromosome instability and the appearance of DSBs 177,178. Oxidative stress can also damage 

DNA repair proteins 179 or generate DNA lesions indirectly through lipid peroxidation 180. The 

increase in ROS levels can also be caused by DNA damage itself 181. One of the proposed 

mechanisms for the rise in DNA damage-induced ROS involves the histone H2AX which in its 

phosphorylated form, γH2AX accumulates at the site of DSBs where it is required for DNA 

repair proteins assembly 182,183. Most specifically, DNA damage causes ROS production via the 

H2AX-Nox1/Rac1 pathway 184.   

Metabolic pathways exist in cells to detoxify and prevent ROS accumulation. The most 

important one involves the synthesis of the ROS scavenger glutathione (GSH) 185. In the 

cytoplasm, the cysteine is used with glutamate to produce glutathione 186. On the other hand, 

NADPH synthesised from NADP+ during the PPP can be used for the reduction of glutathione 

in its oxidised form glutathione disulfide (GSSG) by the glutathione reductase to regenerate 

GSH. Therefore both GSH and NADPH are essential for redox homeostasis 187.  

Among the DDR molecules, some play a role in the oxidative stress response. For instance, 

the ATM protein apart from its role as a ROS sensor already mentioned above (1.1.1), can 

initiate an antioxidant response by phosphorylating Hsp27 and promoting its binding with 
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G6PD, enhancing its enzymatic activity, thus PPP  70. Besides, the tumour suppressor BRCA1, 

an ATM substrate was shown to regulate the transcription factor nuclear factor E2-related factor 

2 (NRF2) which controls the expression of antioxidant defence genes such as those required for 

glutathione synthesis 188,189. Another ATM target, p53 also demonstrated its ability to regulate 

the transcription of various antioxidant genes 190. Besides, PARP1 is a DNA damage sensor 

involved in the regulation of the response to ROS-induced DNA damage. While PARP1/2 

promotes cell survival under moderate oxidative stress, it induces cell death through massive 

PARylation when the ROS levels are too high 191. PARP1 also participates in the elimination 

of oxidised histones through its interaction with the proteasome 192.  Finally, members of the 

sirtuins family were also shown to regulate oxidative stress, reviewed in 193. Altogether, the 

illustrated links between DNA repair molecules and regulators of ROS levels further evidence 

the role of DDR in redox homeostasis. Nonetheless, it is important to stress that, while high 

ROS levels cause oxidative stress and can damage the DNA,  a small amount of ROS is essential 

to activate various signalling pathways, including antioxidant pathways, reviewed in 194.  

 

1.1.4.4. Role of the clearance pathways in the DDR 

Degradation processes are other catabolic pathways with critical importance in response to 

various cellular stress such as nutrient deprivation, oxidative stress, and DNA damage. In cells, 

the two main degradation pathways are the autophagy, and the ubiquitin (Ub)-proteasome 

system (UPS).  

The UPS is responsible for the breakdown of intracellular proteins. In this pathway, proteins 

are first conjugated with multiple molecules of ubiquitin and then transferred to the catalytic 

core, which consists of a protease complex, the proteasome to be degraded 195. The UPS, 

through its selective protein degradation, regulates many cellular processes, including the DDR. 
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Indeed, UPS through various interactions regulates DNA repair proteins, including those 

involved in the NER, post replication repair (PRR) and HR pathways 196. In particular, the 

proteasome controls the repair mechanisms by degrading repair proteins once DNA lesions 

have been repaired and helping towards disassembly of the repair complex 197. Also, ubiquitin 

signalling towards the UPS can control the activity of DNA repair proteins, including the 

tumour suppressor p53. Under normal conditions, p53 is continuously ubiquitinylated through 

the action of ubiquitin ligases, mainly by MDM2 which ensures it is maintained at a low level 

through consecutive proteasomal degradation for cellular growth and homeostasis. DNA 

damage will cause the inhibition of the ubiquitination process, resulting in p53 release and 

accumulation 198,199. The UPS is also of critical importance in promoting the response to DSBs 

by modifying the proteins of this pathway by ubiquitin and SUMO (small ubiquitin-like 

modifier) 200. Most importantly, the UPS regulates the response to IR as it causes inhibition of 

the proteasome and therefore substrate degradation 201,202. 

Autophagy is a mechanism through which cells can degrade and recycle unnecessary or 

dysfunctional cellular constituents. During autophagy proteins, organelles, or macromolecules 

are isolated in vesicles called autophagosomes which after their fusion with lysosomes will be 

degraded by the action of hydrolases 203,204. As a result, autophagy releases amino acids and 

other metabolites that can be used for de novo synthesis of cellular constituents or to produce 

energy via the different metabolic pathways, both crucial for genome stability and survival  205. 

Many DNA damage and repair pathways activate autophagy, suggesting a close link between 

these processes. For example, autophagy activation can be induced after initiation of the 

transcription of p53 target genes 206 or PARylation by PARP1 207. Autophagy also plays a 

significant role in the DSBs repair pathway by recycling DNA repair factors 208. Also, ATM 

can increase or decrease autophagic activity depending on its concentration 209. The activation 

of autophagy by ATM occurs following the activation of its downstream targets, including 
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AMPK resulting in the suppression of MTORC1, which is an autophagy inhibitor 210,211. 

Besides, in response to DNA damage, ATR/Chk1 signalling has also been shown to cause 

mTORC1 inhibition and activate autophagy 212. Another role of autophagy called mitophagy is 

to assist in a reduction of the DNA damage induced by ROS by the degradation of faulty 

mitochondria 213. The process of mitophagy is partially dependent on ATM 71. There is also 

evidence that autophagy degrades damaged chromosomes and genome fragments following 

exposure to a source of DNA damage, reviewed in 205.  

It is important to stress that autophagy as for metabolism and the DDR, is often altered in 

human pathologies and can play an active role in cancer progression, ageing or 

neurodegeneration. For this reason, this degradation pathway appeared as an attractive 

therapeutic target with many compounds aiming at autophagy modulation being investigated 

on clinical trials or already in the market 203,204. Among autophagy inhibitor, bafilomycin A1 is 

an antibiotic which blocks the V-ATPase enzyme, essential for lysosome acidification and 

hydrolase activity. In addition to its inhibitory function, bafilomycin has been shown to 

modulate metabolism by increasing glycolysis activity and decreasing cell cycle and 

glutaminolysis intermediates 214. Proteasome activity can also be chemically inhibited. MG132, 

a widely used proteasome inhibitor, for instance, is a peptide aldehyde which inhibits 

proteasome by binding to its β subunits 215–217. In the clinic, the proteasome inhibitor 

Bortezomib, commercialised under the name Velcade® is used in the treatment of multiple 

myeloma and relapsed mantle-cell lymphoma and is under clinical trial for other types of 

haematological malignancies including leukaemia, as reviewed in 218. Little is known about the 

effect of proteasome inhibition on metabolism, but previous publications suggested treatment 

with MG132 induced ROS formation and reduction of intracellular glutathione levels in vitro 

219–221. Given the metabolic changes observed after treatment with BAF and MG132, it might 
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be worth studying the effect of these inhibitors in DDR-deficient cells known for their altered 

metabolism. 

 

1.1.4.1. Effect of DNA damage and defect on metabolism - The case of 

ATM 

Further evidence for the implication of the DDR in metabolism is supported by metabolic 

reprogramming that occurs during DNA repair-deficiency disorder rand most notably in cancer 

cells,  given that many genes and proteins involved in DNA-repair with a dual role in cell 

metabolism are mutated in tumour cells 134.  Also, the tremendous genomic instability in tumour 

cells increases the chance for metabolic rewiring to take place. In general, defective DNA repair 

leads to perturbation of energy metabolism, especially in cancer cells 222. Especially, given that 

glucose and glutamine are essential for nucleotide synthesis, many DDR-deficiencies are 

translated into metabolic perturbations of these two metabolic pathways, reviewed in 185. This 

section aims at describing some effects of DDR deficiency on metabolism with a focus on the 

metabolic response to the loss of ATM. 

ATM is involved in various metabolic pathways and modifications of its gene expression, or 

its kinase structure and activity can seriously affect the metabolism. Many of these metabolic 

variations are the result of the absence of ATM-mediated p53 activation. First, ATM loss and 

A-T phenotype are associated with glucose metabolism modification. This result in A-T 

patients loss of affinity for insulin receptors which caused hyperglycaemia, glucose intolerance 

and insulin resistance 223. In the skeletal muscles of ATM −/− mice, the ATM deficiency causes 

a loss of insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation resulting in a reduction of glucose transport, 

while ATM +/− mice with a functional ATM allele show a normal insulin-stimulated glucose 

transport similar to the WT 224. In their paper, Armata et al. 225  suggest the insulin resistance is 
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caused by the absence of p53 Ser18 phosphorylation by ATM. The lack of insulin-stimulated 

Akt phosphorylation was further evidenced in ATM−/− cells and in mouse muscle cells after 

ATM inhibition with KU-55933 and was accompanied by an absence of GLUT4 translocation 

to the cell surface 226. Besides, loss of ATM caused an increase in G6PD activity, is explained 

by the suppression of p53 inhibitory effect of G6P and the PPP 152.  

High intracellular ROS and oxidative stress are other common features in ATM-defective cells 

227–229. ATM-deficient cells have increased ROS due to defects in NRF2 activity and 

consecutive increased sensitivity to pro-oxidants 230,231. The mitochondrial disorder 

characterised by perturbation of mitochondrial production and structure, observed in AT 

patients, was suspected to be at the origin of the increase in ROS 232,233. Besides, Valentin-Vega 

et al. 72 showed that ATM loss was associated with mitophagy failure, leading to an intracellular 

build-up of faulty mitochondria and an associated increase in mitochondrial ROS. It is also 

possible that the high ROS levels associated with ATM-deficiencies are the consequence of the 

lower expression of glutathione synthetase (GSS), the second enzyme in glutathione synthesis 

pathway, reported in A-T 234. Interestingly, apart from mitophagy ATM loss has demonstrated 

to cause perturbation of autophagy 72,209,235. 

It was also suggested that ATM-deficient cells exhibit an altered glutamine metabolism 

leading to more sensitivity to glutamine deprivation while several genes of the glutamine 

pathway including asparagine synthetase (ASNS) and glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) were 

downregulated in these cells 234. Hence in a publication from Galicia-Vázquez et al. 236, del11q 

CLL lymphocytes deficient for ATM showed a difference in the glutamine metabolism which 

resulted in enhance ammonia uptake, glutamine synthetase expression and sensitivity towards 

glutaminase (GLS1) inhibition compared to their wild-type counterparts.   
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Finally, the loss of ATM is associated with a metabolic syndrome, characterised by “insulin 

resistance, adiposity, blood pressure, circulating cholesterol and lipid levels, and 

atherosclerosis” 237. 

Overall, the DDR is linked with metabolism in many ways, likely to occur at levels yet to be 

discovered. Researching the interactions between these two critical cellular processes is 

essential because it could give new insight into their mechanism of actions. Also, it could allow 

the discovery of new metabolic biomarkers associated with repair pathway defects and DNA 

damage that could be targeted therapeutically. However, it should be borne in mind that the 

metabolic rewiring occurring after DNA damage or DNA repair activation and defect might be 

cell type- and context-dependent.  
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 Taurine, an enigmatic metabolite  

Given the number of molecules involved in the metabolic pathways, it is expected that not all 

have been fully described. Among them, taurine is suspected of having many undefined 

functions. 

Taurine also called taurine 2-aminoethanesulfonic acid, was isolated for the first time from ox 

bile. It is one of the four common sulfur-containing amino acids, the others being methionine, 

cysteine, and, homocysteine 238. Taurine has an amine group but no carboxyl, though it is 

sometimes classified as an AA although with a sulfonic acid group 239.  It is the most abundant 

amino acid found in mammals. However, depending on the situation, it is considered an 

essential amino acid or not 240. In humans, it is an  essential amino acid, some cellular type 

being able to synthesise it and another not 240,241. Most of the taurine found in tissues originates 

from the diet, especially animal products. The rest of the time taurine is synthesised from 

methionine and cysteine 240.  

The first step of taurine synthesis pathway consists of the oxidation of cysteine, directly or 

after its conversion from methionine to cysteine sulfinic acid by the enzyme cysteine 

dioxygenase (CDO). Then follows a decarboxylation of cysteine sulfinic acid by the rate-

limiting enzyme of taurine synthesis, cysteine sulfinic acid decarboxylase (CSAD) resulting in 

hypotaurine production. The last step is the oxidation of hypotaurine to taurine by the 

hypotaurine dehydrogenase (HDH) 241. Glutamate can also be added to cysteine by the gamma-

glutamylcysteine synthetase (GCS) to form γ-glutamylcysteine (GGC). Glycine can then be 

combined with GGC by glutathione synthase to form glutathione 186 (Figure 1-5).  

Contrary to methionine and cysteine, it is widely accepted that taurine is not incorporated into 

proteins. Until recently, the only evidence of the incorporation of taurine into macromolecules 

has been reported in a publication from Suzuki et al. 242 who showed taurine could be 
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incorporated post-transcriptionally into human mitochondrial tRNAs to produce 5-

taurinomethyluridine and 5-taurinomethyl-2-thiouridine. Then, in their latest study, Olson et al. 

243 demonstrated taurine can also be covalently linked with tubulin, the precursor for the 

formation of microtubules. Although these observations were done in avian erythrocytes, the 

same mechanism probably occurs in human. Altogether, these discoveries suggest that taurine 

could be incorporated into other types of molecules and should be the subject of further 

research. 

The import of taurine is regulated by the TAUT transporter, which depends on the amino acid 

concentration244. Although taurine is often found in free form in cells, it has many cellular 

functions. The most recognised role of taurine is the formation of bile acids conjugates 240. 

Besides, taurine by maintaining stable intracellular chloride levels helps stabilise cell 

membrane, membrane potential and the pH 245. A different cytoprotective role of taurine 

concerns the regulation of oxidative stress. Taurine supplementation was shown to reduce ROS 

levels in the liver 246 and muscles 247,248 as well as in the brain 249.  However, the mechanism of 

action of taurine as an antioxidant remains uncertain. Taurine was also reported to increase the 

autophagic flux in mouse adipocytes 250. The same was observed in Leydig cells, besides 

reducing oxidative stress and apoptosis 251. Finally, taurine has an important role for neutrophils 

function and has been shown to be decreased in aged neutrophils compared to active ones 252. 

There is also evidence for the involvement of taurine in cancer. Indeed, high levels of taurine 

have been found in some cancers and can be used as a tumour biomarker. For instance, higher 

levels of taurine were measured in the urine of patients with bladder cancer 253, in the colorectal 

biopsy of patients with colorectal cancer 254, in plasma of patients with oesophageal tumour 255, 

in human breast and prostate cancer tissues 256,257 when compared to the control. Nonetheless, 

the role of taurine in cancer and carcinogenesis remains poorly understood. One could think it 
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could be correlated with the high oxidative stress and genotoxic stress found in cancer cells, but 

this question will need to be further addressed.   

On the other hand, the taurine upregulated gene 1 (TUG1) which belongs to the long non-

coding RNAs (lncRNAs) family known to control gene expression, has an important role in 

cancer 258. TUG1 was identified for the first time after being shown to be upregulated after 

taurine treatment during retinal development 259. TUG1 has been shown to control the 

expression of a variety of target genes, either by activation or suppression. Hence, in cancer, 

TUG1 can either promote tumour cell proliferation and be associated with poor prognosis or 

prevent cancer progression. Also, depending on the context TUG1 can act as chemo protectant 

260,261 or on the contrary, can confer resistance to chemotherapies 262–264. The role of TUG1 as 

a cancer promoter or suppressor will depend on the type of cancer as reviewed by Baliou et al. 

265. Moreover, TUG1, through its role in mitochondrial bioenergetics 266, glycolysis 267, and 

insulin secretion 268, is involved in cell metabolism. Finally, the promoter of TUG1 contains 

binding sites and is a transcriptional target for the DDR protein, p53 269.  

Overall, while taurine seems to have various roles in the cell, its mechanism of action is not 

always well described. Therefore, future research should aim at a better understanding of these 

processes and exploring other functions of taurine. Given the role of taurine target TUG1 in 

metabolism and the fact that p53 can bind to its promoter, it would be interesting to study the 

role of taurine in both the context of metabolic reprogramming and DNA repair in cells. 
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Figure 1-5: Taurine and glutathione synthesis from cysteine.  

For taurine synthesis, cysteine is oxidised to cysteine sulfinic acid by the cysteine dioxygenase 

(CDO). Cysteine sulfinic acid is then decarboxylated to hypotaurine via the cysteine sulphinic 

acid decarboxylase (CSAD). In the end, hypotaurine is oxidised by the hypotaurine 

dehydrogenase (HDH) to form taurine. Glutathione synthesis occurs via two steps. The first 

step consists in the addition of glutamate to cysteine by the gamma-glutamylcysteine synthetase 

(GCS) to give γ-glutamylcysteine. Glycine can then be combined with GGC by glutathione 

synthase (GSS) to form glutathione. 
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 NMR in metabolic studies 

A multitude of chemical reactions is taking place every day in living cells. Together these 

reactions are referred to as the metabolism. Metabolomics and metabolic studies explore 

metabolic pathways involving metabolites, small molecules below 1500 Dalton. Metabolites 

can be endogenous, synthesised in cells, such as sugars, lipids, vitamins, or amino acids or 

exogenous, like drugs or nutrients from the diet. 

The identification and quantification of metabolites present in a living organism can help to 

understand its cellular processes and physiological status.  In response to stimuli, including 

drugs, pathologies or genetic alterations, modifications of metabolic pathways are most likely 

to occur. Hence biomarkers for cellular dysfunctions or toxic response can be detected 270–272.  

When it comes to metabolic profiling, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and 

mass spectrometry (MS) are the most widely used analytical platforms as they allow the 

simultaneous analysis of multiple metabolites in a sample. Both techniques have different 

strengths and weaknesses as reviewed in 273, and the choice of the method will depend on the 

aim of the experiment. Although NMR is less sensitive than mass spectrometry, it allows the 

analysis of the metabolic composition of a sample without any preceding separation or 

treatments and identification of structures of unknown metabolites. Moreover, it is highly 

reproducible, quantitative and non-destructive 273,274. 
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 NMR basic principles 

NMR spectroscopy is based on the magnetic properties of nuclei and enables the identification 

of molecular structures. In brief, NMR spectroscopy consists of the excitation of nuclei in a 

magnetic field by applying radiofrequency pulses to induce resonance. The resulting resonant 

current will be recorded and converted into an NMR signal that contains information about the 

chemical environment of the nuclei.  

The angular momentum is defined as the propensity of a rotating object to stay in motion 

around a fixed point or axis. In the nuclei, neutrons and protons exhibit an analogous but 

intrinsic angular momentum called spin (S). The spin can be represented as a vector passing 

through the centre of a particle, in the direction of the rotation axis. The total spin of a nucleus 

is the vector sum of spins of nucleons. It is characterised by a nuclear spin quantum number (I) 

which may take integer or half-integer values. When the number of nucleons is even in a 

nucleus, spins from proton and neutron will pair up. In other words, a nucleon’s spin will be 

oriented in the opposite direction of another, and the total spin will be equal to zero (I=0). In 

the situation were nuclei have an odd number of nucleons, the total spin will take values 

multiple of ½. In NMR, the most frequently studied nuclei have half-integer quantum number, 

i.e., 1H, 13C, 15N, 19F, and 31P 275,276. 

Nuclei with a non-zero spin can act like tiny magnets and interact with an external magnetic 

field, thus have a magnetic moment. The spin magnetic moment is calculated from the spin 

angular momentum and the gyromagnetic ratio, a constant characteristic of each nucleus, as 

followed:  

Equation 1-1 

𝜇 =  γ𝑆  

where μ is the spin magnetic moment, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and, S is the angular 

magnetic moment. 
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In the absence of an external magnetic field, spins of ½ nuclei are oriented randomly. When 

placed in an external magnetic field (B0), spins will orient parallel (α) or anti-parallel (β) to the 

field, two states with different energy levels. Spins in the lower energy state α can absorb energy 

and move to the more energetic state β (Figure 1-6A). The energy necessary to trigger the 

transition between the two states should equal the differences in energy (ΔE) between the two 

states, calculated as followed:  

Equation 1-2 

ΔE =  
γ h B0

2π
 

Where ΔE is the energy difference between the two states, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, h is the 

Planck’s constant and B0 the external magnetic field. 

At equilibrium, the numbers of spins in the lower energy state will be slightly in excess 

following the Boltzmann distribution probability and depend on the type of nuclei, on the 

magnetic field strength and the temperature: 

Equation 1-3 

𝑁𝛽

𝑁𝛼
=  e−Δ𝐸/𝑘𝑇  

Where Nα and Nβ are the number of spins at lower and upper energy state, ΔE is the energy 

difference; k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.3805 x 10-23 J/Kelvin), and T is the temperature (K) 

277,278.  

The excess of spins in the α state will cause the creation of a net magnetisation. The net 

magnetisation is represented by a vector oriented along the direction of the magnetic field and 

with a size proportional to the number of spins (Figure 1-6B). When a radio frequency (RF) 

pulse with a frequency equal to ΔE is applied, a resonance emerges causing the net 

magnetisation to move towards the direction of the applied RF pulse. The transverse 

magnetisation will start precessing around the external magnetic field at a frequency called the 
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Larmor frequency (Figure 1-6C). The precession will generate a second magnetic field that can 

be measured by a receiver coil. After the pulse, the transverse magnetisation will return to 

equilibrium. This process is called relaxation and involved the spin-spin and spin-lattice 

relaxations. Spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation defines the return of the magnetisation to his 

equilibrium in the direction of the magnetic field. The relaxation time T1 defines the time for 

the magnetisation to reach back the equilibrium. This parameter is crucial for NMR experiments 

as the return to equilibrium is essential to avoid saturation of the signal. In NMR, full relaxation 

is enabled by sufficient interscan delay, the time between two consecutive pulses. On the other 

hand, spin-spin or transverse relaxation, T2 characterises the decay of the transverse 

magnetisation perpendicular to the external magnetic field and determines the spectral line 

width 279,280.   
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Figure 1-6: Schematic representations of the two energy states for ½ nuclear spins and 

the net magnetisation under a magnetic field. 

A) Schematic representations of the two energy states for ½ nuclear spins and the orientation 

of spins in the absence or presence of an external magnetic field. Spins of ½ nuclei are oriented 

randomly in the absence of an external magnetic field but are oriented parallel (α) or anti-

parallel (β) to the applied magnetic field. ΔE represents the differences in energy between the 

two states. B) Under a magnetic field B0, the excess of spins in α state will cause the formation 

of a net magnetisation vector in the direction of the field. C) When a radio frequency (RF) pulse 

is applied, the net magnetisation moves towards the direction of the applied RF pulse and start 

precessing. 
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 NMR signal and chemical shift 

In the previous section, the physical properties at the origin of the NMR signal were briefly 

explained. During NMR experiments, the signal will decay and is called free induction decay 

(FID). This time-domain signal can be converted into a frequency-domain spectrum using a 

mathematical operation called Fourier transformation.  

Typically, an NMR spectrum is a plot of signal intensity against chemical shift (𝛿). The 

chemical shift of a nucleus is the difference between the frequency of the nucleus and a standard 

compound such as trimethylsilyl propanoic acid (TMSP). To prevent the influence of the NMR 

instrumentation and the field strength on the chemical shift values, the chemical shift is defined 

as a field-independent quantity, in units of parts per million (ppm) of the applied field, 

calculated as followed:   

Equation 1-4 

𝛿 =  
υ − υreference

υspectrometer 
 ×  106 

Where υ is the frequency of the signal of interest, υreference is the frequency of the reference 

compound and, υspectrometer is the frequency of the spectrometer 278,279. 

The signals in NMR depend on the external magnetic field B0 applied, but also on the chemical 

environment of each nucleus in a molecule. Nuclei will perceive the magnetic field strength 

differently, depending on their chemical bound(s) and structure. As a result, different signals 

will be obtained at different frequencies allowing the independent identification of multiple 

metabolites in a spectrum. Expected chemical shifts ranges for different functional groups in 

organic molecules can be seen in Figure 1-7. 

The multiplicity of an NMR peak is another parameter essential to discriminate between the 

different metabolites. Multiplicity arises because chemical bonds connect nuclei in a molecule, 

and this causes J-couplings. Spins can take different energy levels triggering multiple resonance 
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lines to emerge. The number of signals will depend directly on the number of spins coupled. 

The distance between peaks, measured in Hz, is defined as the coupling constant and is 

independent on the magnetic field strength. J-couplings can be observed between identical or 

dissimilar nuclei, i.e., 1H-1H (JHH), 
13C-13C (JCC), 

1H-13C (JHC), 15N–13C (JNC). Suppression of 

determined couplings is enabled through selective radiofrequency irradiation, known as 

decoupling 278. 
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Figure 1-7: 1H chemical shift ranges (in ppm) of different functional groups. 

 

Based on Metin Balci’s book 278. 
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 NMR instrumentation 

NMR spectrometers are devices designed for the acquisition of NMR spectra. They comprise 

a sample-holder inside a superconducting magnet, a probe with an RF transmitter/receiver, and 

a signal recorder (Figure 1-8). The superconducting magnet together with the shim coils 

generate the strong, stable, and homogenous external magnetic field (B0), essential for a good 

NMR sensitivity and spectral resolution. It is located in an inner chamber containing liquid 

helium (4 K), surrounded by liquid nitrogen (77 K) as a protection from external heat and 

consecutive helium loss. The sample-holder is positioned vertically in the centre of the magnet 

and surrounded by a probe. Within the probe, the RF emitter excites nuclei by delivering short 

pulses at a specific frequency. The signal emitted is sent to the RF receiver 276,281,282.  Probes 

are tuned to the nuclei to be studied, but also on the sample size, usually between 1.7 and 10 

mm 283. 

The magnetic field must be steady and homogenous to obtain high-resolution NMR spectra. 

To compensate for the drift of the magnetic field, the probe contains a lock coil that monitors 

the deuterium (2H) signal of a deuterated compound, often D2O, added to the sample, which is 

used to control a direct current through a room temperature B0 coil to maintain a constant 

magnetic field over a longer time period 284. To guarantee the homogeneity of the external 

magnetic field, coils called shims generate small magnetic fields upon the external magnetic 

field 285. In the modern spectrometers, lock and shimming controls are automated. However 

manual adjustments are sometimes needed for better spectral resolution and minimal line width 

of the resonances in spectra. 

Finally, the signal emitted from the probe will be sent to the spectrometer console and 

digitised.   
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Figure 1-8: Schematic representation of an NMR spectrometer. 

The NMR sample is placed in the sample holder inside a superconducting coil. The sample 

holder is surrounded by a probe comprising multiple coils, including an RF transmitter and 

receiver coil. The signal emitted can be amplified and sent to the spectrometer console. 
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 1D and 2D NMR spectroscopy 

Most NMR experiments consist of the application of RF pulses, followed by delays and signal 

recording. The type and number of pulses and delays, along with other acquisition parameters, 

are identified as the pulse sequence of the NMR experiment. One- or multi-dimensional  NMR 

experiments are used to study an individual nucleus or a system of coupled nuclei, respectively 

278,279.  

A one-dimensional (1D) proton (1H) NMR NOESY is the most widely used experiment in 

metabolomics to study simultaneously multiple metabolites in samples including biofluids, 

cells and tissues, mainly because it offers excellent solvent suppression. Biological samples 

used for NMR experiments are typically prepared in aqueous solutions. Therefore, the NMR 

pulse sequence will have to include a pre-saturation pulse to prevent the appearance of a strong 

water signal shadowing the rest of the metabolites 286. 1D 1H NMR spectra allow the 

identification of metabolites through their chemical shifts and multiplicity and can provide 

information about their concentrations, given the 1D NMR signal is proportional to number of 

protons from which the resonance originates. Metabolites can then be correlated to specific 

metabolic pathways, biological processes, or response to external stimuli. Hence, depending on 

the type of the sample studied in NMR, it is possible to study intracellular and extra metabolite 

concentrations. However, given the complexity of biological samples, 1H NMR spectra include 

many signals overlapping that can compromise metabolites assignments 287. 

2D NMR experiments can help resolve peak overlap in 1D spectra and facilitate the 

identification of compounds in NMR spectra for complex samples. They can be used to study 

two nuclei and get information about their chemical bonds 288. 2D heteronuclear single quantum 

coherence (HSQC) for instance, involves a transfer of the proton magnetisation to a 

heteronucleus (nucleus other than a proton), typically 15N or 13C, followed by an evolution 
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period, before signal detection. The 2D spectra will show the proton chemical shifts on the x-

axis and the chemical shifts for the heteronucleus on the y-axis. In 2D HSQC spectra, peaks 

arise from protons attached to the heteronucleus. The intensities are represented by contours 

and the multiplicity in the 13C-dimension provides information for isotopomers analysis. 
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 Tracer-based NMR experiments 

Tracer-based metabolism allows us to examine the fate of isotopically labelled precursors in 

distinct metabolic pathways and to examine the labelling incorporation at specific atomic 

positions in metabolic intermediates.  

NMR is particularly useful to measure metabolic fluxes using isotopically labelled precursors, 

usually 13C and 15N. For instance, 1H-13C-HSQC experiments observe 1H and 13C chemical 

shifts and the different couplings, especially the JCC in compounds with adjacent 13C-nuclei 

278,289. The major challenge of 1H-13C-HSQC experiments results in the metabolites 

quantification. Indeed, the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%) can cause a misreading of total 13C 

labelling. Several methods have been proposed to obtain absolute label incorporations from 

HSQC spectra. As an example, simulated J-couplings can be combined with mass 

isotopologues obtained by mass spectrometry as described in 290. Another approach used within 

this thesis consists of acquiring an unlabelled reference NMR spectrum together with the 

corresponding 13C labelled sample. Given both spectra include signal intensities for natural 

abundant 13C, the total label incorporation can be calculated by subtracting 13C in the reference 

sample to the labelled sample 291. 
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 Aim of this thesis 

In cells, the typical DNA damage response involves the control of cell-cycle checkpoints, 

repair proteins or apoptosis but, alterations of the repair processes can lead to cell diseases or 

cancer  89,292. The last years have seen significant improvement in the identification of genes 

and proteins involved in the DDR and their roles in cell physiology and pathology. Most 

notably, alterations of the DNA repair were shown to cause a metabolic rewiring in human cells 

which suppose metabolism and the DDR are intimately connected 135,185. Therefore, this thesis 

aimed at investigating how faults in the DDR resulting from ATM or RNASE-H2 deficiencies 

or exposition to an external source of DNA damage might affect the metabolism in 

haematological cells.  

This project, using primarily NMR spectroscopy focused on diverse objectives: 

• To obtain the metabolic profiles of haematological cell lines and CLL primary cells  

wild-type or with a defect in ATM or RNASE-H2 to identify whether a metabolic 

rewiring occurred in these cells and possible metabolic biomarkers of DNA damage 

• To use different models of induced DNA damage to study the consequences of such 

impair at the metabolic level 

• To investigate whether differences in glucose and glutamine metabolism existed 

between WT and DDR-deficient cells using tracer-based NMR isotopic labelling 

HSQC experiments 

• To perform 2D NMR experiments and use various inhibitors to explore further the 

metabolic differences observed between ATM- and RNASE-H2-deficient cells 
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 Material and method 
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 Cell culture 

 Culture conditions 

All cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 media (Gibco) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-

inactivated foetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma) and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco), 

in a humidified incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2. All cell lines used in the project were available 

in our laboratory or were obtained by Prof. Malcolm Taylor’s group. A list of all cell lines used, 

and their characteristics can be found in Table 1.  

Cell cultures were maintained at a density between 0.5-2 x106 cells per ml and passaged every 

3-4 days to preserve cells in the best conditions. Cell aliquots were harvested, counted, and 

centrifuged (5 min, 1200 rpm). The cell pellets were resuspended in an appropriate volume of 

fresh culture media. 
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Table 1: List of cell lines used throughout the project 

Cell line Description 

MEC1 WT and ATM CLL isogenic cell line expressing short hairpin (sh)-

RNA against GFP or ATM 

MEC1 WT and RNASEH2-KO WT or CRISPR-edited RNaseH2-KO CLL cell lines 

CII CLL isogenic cell line 

CII WT or ATM CLL isogenic cell lines expressing short hairpin (sh)-

RNA against GFP or ATM 

Lymphoblastoid cells lines 

(LCLs) 

Wild-type (WT) or ATM-deficient lymphoblastoid 

cells lines 

JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO WT or CRISPR-edited RNaseH2 KO multiple 

myeloma cell lines 

 

 Lymphoblastoid cells lines 

LCLs were obtained from Prof. Malcolm Taylor’s group. Five LCLs were derived from 

healthy donors, and seven were generated from B-cells presenting an ATM deficiency with or 

without residual AT activity. LCLs and their ATM status and activity are described in Table 2. 
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Table 2: LCLs used within this project and characteristics  

 

ATM 

protein 

ATM 

activity 

ATM mutations 

LCLs WT 1-5 Yes Yes None 

LCLs ATM 1 

Feint 

presence 

No 

c.3695_3713del19; p.(Ser1232TyrfsTer2) 

(homozygous)  

LCLs ATM 2 

Feint 

presence 

No 

c.6047A>G; p.Asp2016Gly 

c.3576 G>A (p.Ser1135_Lys1192del58 

LCLs ATM 3 No No c.7788G>A p.(Glu2596=) (homozygous) 

LCLs ATM 4 No No 

c.2483delA  p.(Lys828SerfsTer8)  

c.3802delG  p.(Val1268Ter)  

LCLs ATM 5 Yes Yes 

c.103CGA>TGA c.103 C>T; p.Arg35X 

c.7271T>G (V2424G) 

LCLs ATM 6 

Feint 

presence 

Yes 

c.5763-1050A>G (p. Pro1922Leufs*9)  

c.8418+2_5delTGAG (p.Val2757_Met2806del) 

LCLs ATM 7 Yes Yes c.5763-1050A>G; p.(Pro1922fs)(homozygous) 
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 Isotopic labelling 

For isotopic labelling, cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media (Gibco) supplemented with 

10% (v/v) FBS (Sigma) and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco) with or without glucose, 

glutamine, cysteine, methionine and supplemented with labelled precursors. Control cells were 

cultured in the same culture media supplemented with natural abundant precursors (Table 3). 

Cells were grown for 24 hours to seven days before extraction, depending on the experiment. 

For labelling over more than 24 hours, media was replaced with fresh media every day. A 

minimum of 20 million cells was used for the labelling experiments to allow sufficient NMR 

signal.
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Table 3: Media used in the isotopic labelling experiments 

Experiment RPMI 1640                                 

(manufacturer, catalogue number) 

Supplemented components 

(manufacturer) 

CTL glucose No glucose (Gibco, 11879020) 11.11 mM glucose (Sigma) 

[U-13C] glucose No glucose (Gibco, 11879020) 11.11 mM [U-13C] glucose 

(Cortecnet) 

CTL glutamine No glutamine (Gibco, 21870076) 2.05 mM glutamine (Gibco) 

[3-13C] glutamine No glutamine (Gibco, 21870076) 2.05 mM [3-13C] glutamine 

(Sigma) 

CTL cysteine or 

methionine 

Modified, with sodium 

bicarbonate, without methionine, 

cystine and glutamine (Sigma, 

R7513) 

2.05 mM glutamine (Gibco), 0.1 

mM methionine (Sigma), 0.2 

mM cysteine (Sigma) 

[13C3] cysteine Modified, with sodium 

bicarbonate, without methionine, 

cystine and glutamine (Sigma, 

R7513) 

0.2 mM [13C3] cysteine (Sigma), 

0.1 mM methionine (Sigma), 

2.05 mM glutamine (Gibco) 

[U-13C] methionine 

 

Modified, with sodium 

bicarbonate, without methionine, 

cystine and glutamine (Sigma, 

R7513) 

0.1 mM [U-13C] methionine 

(Sigma), 0.2 mM cysteine 

(Sigma), 2.05 mM glutamine 

(Gibco) 
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 Primary cells 

 Patients 

Blood samples from CLL patients were obtained from Birmingham and Bournemouth 

Hospitals. It included a total of 8 WT CLLs and 9 CLLs with ATM dysfunction (Table 4). 

Patients were diagnosed with CLL according to current standard evaluation criteria. The project 

was covered by ethical approval from the South Birmingham Ethics Committee. 
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Table 4: Primary CLL patient information  

CLL patient Date FISH - 11qdel NGS-ATM mutation 

WT 1 10-04-14 Normal WT 

WT 2 04-01-18 Normal WT 

WT 3 25-08-11 Normal WT 

WT 4 14-10-10 Normal WT 

WT 5 20-12-07 Normal WT 

WT 6 03-11-16 Normal WT 

WT 7 15-5-14 Normal WT 

WT 8 06-08-14 Normal WT 

ATM 1 03-13-13 N.A. c.634delT, pF212fs (AF n/a) 

ATM 2 18-05-11 Normal c.5784T>A, p.F1928L, 51% 

ATM 3 17-05-12 Normal c.742C>T, p.R248X, 9% 

ATM 4 01-05-14 Normal c.998C>T, p.S333F, 40% 

ATM 5 30-4-15 Normal c.7927+6T>-, p n/a, AF n/a 

ATM 6 15-05-08 Normal c.4470_4476del, p.1490_1492del, 9% 

c.8089A>G, p.N2697D, 15% 

ATM 7 10-12-09 88%, mono c.3161C>G, p.P1054R, 45% 

ATM 8 20-07-08 78.5%, bi WT 

ATM 9 21-10-14 63% c.146C>G, p.S49C, 40% 
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 Isolation from blood and culture conditions 

CLL blood samples were collected in vacutainers coated with heparin. Peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from blood using Lymphoprep™ (Stemcell 

Technologies, Cambridge, UK) density gradient centrifugation as early as possible after the 

samples collection. Briefly, blood samples were transferred into 50 ml tubes. The tubes were 

filled to 35 ml with RPMI 1640. The tube content was slowly overlaid onto 10 ml of 

Lymphoprep™ to prevent mixing of the phases. The Lymphoprep™ and blood were 

centrifuged for 30 min at 1500 rpm without brake, at room temperature. After the 

centrifugation, PBMCs formed a visible white-grey layer located at the plasma:Lymphoprep™ 

interface. The mononuclear cells layer was collected with a Pasteur pipette and washed twice 

with RPMI 1640. PBMCs were either maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% (v/v) 

foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin, in a humidified incubator at 

37 °C and 5% CO2 or resuspended in freezing media (FBS with 10% (v/v) DMSO) and 

transferred into a -80 °C freezer. Frozen primary cells were then relocated and stored in liquid 

nitrogen. Primary CLL cells were either studied right after their isolation from the blood (“fresh 

samples”) or thawed and cultured in vitro (“frozen samples”). 

 

 Thawing primary cells 

Frozen primary cells were thawed by adding 10 ml of RPMI 1640 with 10% (v/v) FBS slowly 

to the cryovial. Cells were counted, and cell viability was assessed. Cells were then centrifuged 

at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes and resuspended in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS 

and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin. 
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 Cell viability 

During all experiments, cells’ viability was assessed using trypan blue (Sigma), a blue dye 

that stains dead cells. The number of living cells and dead cells coloured in blue were counted 

using a haemocytometer. Only cells with viability above 90% were used in this study.  

When the viability was not sufficient, a dead cell removal kit (Miltenyi, Germany) was used. 

Briefly, cells were collected and spun at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was 

discarded, and the cell pellet was resuspended in 100 µL of Dead Cell Removal MicroBeads® 

per 107 total cells. The same volume was used for fewer cells. Cells were incubated for 15 

minutes at room temperature, placed onto an LS column, and separated in the magnetic field of 

a MACS® Separator. Finally, the effluent containing the live cell fraction was collected. 
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 Cell treatments 

 Cystathionine γ-lyase inhibition 

Cells were treated with DL-propargylglycine (PAG) (Sigma) to inhibit cystathionine γ-lyase. 

PAG was dissolved in water at 200 mM as a stock solution. Aliquots of the stock solution 

were kept at -20 °C. On the day of the experiment, an aliquot was thawed. PAG was added to 

the culture media to reach a final concentration of 1, 2 or 3 mM, as found in the literature 293,294.  

Cells were incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 48 hours. The samples were collected at 24- and 48-

hours. 

 

 Degradation pathways inhibition 

Cells were incubated with MG132 (Alta Aesar) or bafilomycin (BAF) (Sigma) to inhibit the 

proteasome or the autophagy, respectively. Stock solutions of 10 mM MG132 or 100 µM BAF 

were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma). Aliquots of the stock solutions were 

kept at -20 °C and thawed on the day of the experiment. Stocks were added to the cell culture 

medium to a final concentration of 10 μM MG132 and 10 nM BAF. Cells were incubated for 6 

hours in media with 10 μM MG132 or for 24 hours in media with 10 nM BAF at 37°C, 5% 

CO2. DMSO was used as a control vehicle in all experiments. 
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 Reactive oxygen species measurements 

ROS measurements were achieved by flow cytometry analysis using a CyAn ADP flow 

cytometer (Beckman Coulter). Data were analysed using the FlowJo software package (BD).   

 

 Intracellular ROS  

The total intracellular ROS was measured using 2’,7’-Dichlorodihydrofluorescein Diacetate 

(DCFH-DA) (Sigma). Two samples were analysed, each containing 0.5 x106 cells (DCFH-DA 

CTL, DCFH-DA H2O2). A 20 mM DCFH-DA reagent stock solution was made. Subsequently, 

a reagent working solution with 100 μM DCFH-DA in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) 

was prepared from the stock. Five minutes before the DCFH-DA staining, H2O2/HBSS was 

added to the culture media of one of the samples to reach a concentration of 1mM (DCFH-DA 

H2O2). Afterwards, the DCFH-DA H2O2 cells and another cell aliquot (DCFH-DA CTL) were 

centrifuged, and supernatants were discarded. Cell pellets were resuspended in 500 µl of 

DCFH-DA reagent working solution. All samples were then incubated 30 minutes at 37 ̊C, 

protected from light. After the incubation, cells were washed twice and resuspended in PBS 

with 2% (v/v) for flow cytometry analysis. 

 

 Mitochondrial ROS 

For mitochondrial superoxide measurements, MitoSOX™ (Invitrogen) was used. Two 

samples were analysed, each containing 0.5 x106 cells (MitoSOX™ CTL, MitoSOX™ H2O2). 

A 5 mM MitoSOX™ reagent stock solution was made. Then, a reagent working solution with 

5 μM MitoSOX™ in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) was prepared from the stock. Five 

minutes before the MitoSOX™ staining, H2O2/HBSS was added to the culture media of one of 
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the samples to reach a concentration of 1mM (MitoSOX™ H2O2). Afterwards, the MitoSOX™ 

H2O2 cells and another cell aliquot (MitoSOX™ CTL) were centrifuged, and supernatants were 

discarded. Cell pellets were resuspended 1 ml of MitoSOX™ reagent working solution. All 

samples were then incubated 10 minutes at 37°C, protected from light. After the incubation, 

cells were washed twice and resuspended in PBS with 2% (v/v) FBS for flow cytometry 

analysis. 
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 ATM activity, inhibition, and DDR activation 

 Western blots 

Cells were cultured in fresh cell culture media for 24 hours before protein extraction. For each 

sample, 5 million cells were harvested and washed with PBS (Sigma). Protein extracts were 

obtained by sonification in UTB buffer (8 M urea, 150 mM β- mercaptoethanol, 50 mM Tris 

HCl, pH 7.5, all purchased from Sigma). Protein concentrations were determined using the 

Bradford protein assay (Bio-rad, Hercules, California, USA). Proteins samples were 

electrophoresed onto a 6% (v/v) sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel and blotted 

onto a nitrocellulose membrane. Blots were probed overnight with primary antibodies against 

ATM (Sigma) or phospo-ATM (R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK) or anti-actin (Sigma), used as 

the loading control. Afterwards, blots were incubated with a suitable secondary antibody 

(mouse or rabbit). Proteins bands were revealed using Immobilon™ Western (Millipore, 

Watford, U.K.) based on horseradish peroxidase (HRP) chemiluminescent reaction. 

 

 DDR activation 

To simulate double-strand breaks in DNA and activate DNA damage repair pathways, cells 

were irradiated with 10 Gy of γ-rays (Cs137) and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for different 

times as indicated.  

 

 ATM inhibition 

Cells were treated with the ATM inhibitors KU-60019 or AZD0156 (Selleckchem) to inhibit 

the ATM activity.  Stock solutions of 1.5 mM KU-60019 or AZD0156 were prepared in DMSO. 

Aliquots of the stock solutions were kept at -20 °C and thawed on the day of the experiment. 
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KU-60019 and AZD0156 were added to the culture media to reach a final concentration of 3 

μM. Control cells were incubated with 3 μM DMSO. Finally, cells were incubated at 37 °C, 

5% CO2 over 96 hours.  

For isotopic labelling after ATM inhibition, the cells were cultured over 72 hours in culture 

media (CTL) or culture media with 3 μM KU-60019 (KU) or AZD0156 (AZ). Cells were split 

in two and resuspended in culture media, with or without ATM inhibitors, and supplemented 

with labelled precursors (labelled) or natural abundant precursors (unlabelled). Cells were 

cultured for 24 extra hours before metabolic extraction.  
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 NMR spectroscopy 

 NMR samples and preparation 

2.7.1.1. Intracellular metabolites extraction 

Intracellular metabolites were obtained using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction 

adapted from Saborano et al. 291. Cells in RPMI/10%(v/v) FBS were counted. A volume of cell 

suspension containing 10-20x106 cells was harvested. Cells were centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 

minutes, and the supernatant was removed. Cell pellets were washed with 1 ml of PBS (Sigma), 

transferred into Eppendorfs, and centrifuged again at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes. PBS was 

discarded, cell pellets were resuspended in 400 μl cold HPLC methanol (Alta aesar) and 

transferred on dry ice. At this stage, it is possible to carry on with the extraction procedure or 

to transfer samples into a -80°C freezer to be extracted later. Methanol samples were transferred 

into glass vials where 325 μl cold H2O and 400 μl cold HPLC chloroform (Alta aesar) were 

added. Vials were vortexed for 1 minute and left on wet ice for 10 minutes for phase separation. 

Samples were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4 °C, brake off. There were then 

removed from the centrifuge and left to stand for 10 minutes at room temperature. The vials 

now include an upper and lower layer containing all polar and non-polar metabolites 

respectively, separated by a protein layer. 400 μl of the polar phase was transferred into 

Eppendorf tubes. 200 μl of the non-polar phase was transferred into glass vials. The last step 

consisted of drying samples; polar samples were transported to a vacuum dryer, and non-polar 

samples were left to dry overnight under a fume hood.  

For NMR sample preparation, polar extracts were reconstituted in 50 μL of 0.1 M phosphate 

NMR buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 0.5 mM TMSP, 3 mM sodium azide in 10% 

or 100% D2O, pH 7). Nonpolar extracts were resuspended in deuterated chloroform with 0.03% 
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(v/v) tetramethylsilane (TMS) (Sigma). Both polar and non-polar extracts were transferred in 

1.7 mm NMR tubes (CortecNet) and stored at 4 °C before the NMR acquisition. A simplified 

scheme of our workflow is summarised in Figure 2-1. 

 

2.7.1.2. Extracellular metabolites 

To study the extracellular metabolites, 1 ml of media samples was harvested for the time 

indicated for each NMR experiment. Media samples were prepared with a 10% (v/v) of 1 M 

deuterated NMR phosphate buffer (1 M phosphate buffer, 5 mM TMSP, 3 mM NaN3 in 100% 

D2O, pH 7). Media samples were transferred in 3 mm NMR tubes (CortecNet) and kept at 4 °C 

prior to NMR acquisition. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Simplified workflow of an NMR experiment 

Extracellular metabolites and media samples were transferred in NMR tubes. NMR samples 

were placed in a spectrometer, and NMR spectra were acquired.  
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 One-dimensional NMR 

2.7.2.1. Spectra acquisition 

All 1D 1H spectra were acquired on 600 MHz Bruker Avance III spectrometers with Bruker 

SampleJet autosampler. Spectrometers were equipped with a 1.7 mm triple resonance 

cryoprobe (TCI) z-axis pulsed field gradient (PFG) for polar and non-polar samples and with a 

5 mm TCI z-PFG cryogenic probe for media samples. The pulse sequence used was a standard 

Bruker 1D 1H NOESY, noesygppr1d with pre-saturation of the water signal. The parameters 

for the NMR acquisition were different regarding the type of samples (Table 5).  

 

Table 5: Parameters for 1D 1H NMR spectra acquisition 

Type of samples Parameters 

Polar and non-polar extracts  Spectral width: 12.15 ppm (7288.6 Hz); 

complex points, TD: 32768; interscan 

delay, d1: 4 s; short NOE mixing time, d8: 

10 ms; number of scans, ns=128; dummy 

scans, ds=8; experimental time = 14 min  

Media samples  Spectral width: 12.15ppm (7288.6Hz); 

complex points, TD: 32768; interscan 

delay, d1: 4s; short NOE mixing time, d8: 

10ms; number of scans, ns=64; dummy 

scans, ds=8; experimental time = 7.5 min 
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2.7.2.2. Data processing 

1D 1H NMR data were processed using the MetaboLab 295 software in MATLAB 

(MathWorks, USA). The free induction decay (FID) signals were multiplied by a 0.3 Hz 

exponential window function and zero-filled to 131,072 data points prior to Fourier 

transformation. Spectra were phased manually and referenced to TMSP (0.00 ppm). Water and 

TMSP region were excluded. A spline-based baseline correction and total spectral area (TSA) 

scaling was applied to all spectra. Since the total spectral area reflects the total concentration of 

metabolites, this allows for correcting for differences in cell number between samples. 

Metabolites were assigned using the Chenomx software (Chenomx Inc., Canada) and the 

Human Metabolome Database (HMDB). Peak intensities were obtained from MetaboLab 

directly.  

 

 Two-dimensional NMR 

2.7.3.1. Spectra acquisition 

All 1H-13C HSQC spectra were acquired with the same 600 MHz Bruker Avance III 

spectrometer as for the 1D spectra and described in 2.7.2.1. The probe used was the same as for 

the extracts. The pulse sequence used was a modified version of Bruker’s hsqcetgpsp with 

additional gradient pulses for better water and T1 noise suppression and soft 180°-pulses for 

13C. The spectral widths for 1H and 13C spectra were set to 7812.5 Hz/13.02 ppm or 24154.6 

Hz/160.1 ppm, respectively. To sensibly reduce the acquisition time without jeopardising the 

resolution, 1H-13C HSQC spectra were recorded using a non-uniform sampling (NUS) list, 

calculated using Wagner’s schedule generator296 (tolerance set to 0.01 and other parameters set 

as default values). 1H dimension was acquired using 1024 complex data points. 25% of the 8192 
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complex data points (2048) acquired for 13C dimension were sampled using NUS.  Spectra were 

recorded with two scans and an interscan delay of 1.5 s. The experimental time was 4 hours. 

 

2.7.3.2. Data processing 

1H-13C HSQC spectra were reconstructed using NMRpipe (National Institute of Standards and 

Technology of the U.S.) software with the Hyberts extension. Cosine-squared window 

functions were applied to 1H and 13C dimensions. Spectra were phased manually. Afterwards, 

2D HSQC spectra were processed using MetaboLab. Spectra were referenced manually to the 

methyl group of L-lactic acid (1.31/22.9 ppm). Metabolites were assigned using the assign tool 

in MetaboLab which contain a chemical shift library for approximatively 200 metabolites, 

based on the HMDB. Peak intensities of the 2D spectra were obtained from signals in the spectra 

in MetaboLab.  

 

2.7.3.3. HSQC scaling 

For every HSQC spectrum, a 1H-NMR spectrum was acquired. The intensities on the 2D 

spectra were normalised using TSA values from the corresponding 1D 1H NOESY spectra to 

correct for the differences in cell number. The normalised peak intensities obtained from cells 

incubated in isotopically labelled media (Labelled HSQC) were compared to the normalised 

peak intensities from cells incubated in media with natural abundance isotopes (unlabelled 

HSQC). For a specific carbon, a ratio between 13C/12C was calculated by dividing the 

normalised peak intensity of this carbon in the labelled HSQC by the normalised peak intensity 

of the same carbon in the corresponding reference unlabelled HSQC. This ratio was then 

multiplied by the natural abundance for 13C isotope (1.1%) to obtain the percentage of 13C in a 

metabolite (%13C).  
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 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted using GraphPad Prism version 8.0 for Windows (GraphPad 

Software, INC, La Jolla California, USA). Student’s t-test was used to study the statistical 

significance between paired data and corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) with Benjamini, 

Kriger, Yekutieli method (Q value set to 5%). For multiple-group comparison, the one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used and corrected for multiple comparison using statistical 

hypothesis testing. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. The number of samples used 

in each experiment can be found in figures legends where p-values were indicated as follow: * 

p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. 
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 Metabolic changes associated 

with faults in DNA repair 
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 Overview 

Human cells are confronted continuously with endogenous stress, including replication and 

oxidative stress or exogenous stress such as exposure to UV and ionising radiation that can 

ultimately damage DNA. As a result, cells have developed many mechanisms, included in the 

so-called DNA-damage response (DDR), to detect and promote the repair of DNA lesions. 

These DNA repair mechanisms are essential to maintain genome stability and prevent cellular 

dysfunction and diseases 1,3.  

DDR pathway alterations can cause mutations in genes such as tumour suppressor genes or 

oncogenes and lead to carcinogenesis. DDR pathway alterations are considered as a hallmark 

of cancer cells and can play a role in cell survival, tumour progression, as well as in drug 

resistance and chemosensitivity 89,292. For instance, in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) 

TP53 and ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) aberrations are among the most frequent 

chromosomal abnormalities. They are considered poor outcome predictors and can cause clonal 

evolution and chemoresistance 297,298. 

Mutations in genes involved in the DNA repair pathway can also have downstream effects 

such as alterations in metabolic genes leading to dysregulated metabolism. Given the variety of 

repair mechanisms, different DDR defects will lead to distinct metabolic reprogramming in 

cells. Although DDR mechanisms and cancer metabolism are well-studied biology fields, it is 

still unclear how DNA repair can modulate cellular metabolism, especially in cancer 134.  

In this chapter, NMR spectroscopy was used to study examples of DDR alterations and their 

consequences on the metabolism of haematological cells. The metabolic response to the 

accumulation of DNA damage in cells was also investigated. Metabolic profiles of cells with a 

defect in ATM or with a defect in RNase H2 were obtained. The ATM protein is a 

serine/threonine protein kinase which is activated in response to DNA double-strand breaks 
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(DSBs) and initiates cell cycle arrest, DNA repair or apoptosis 21. Ribonuclease H2 (RNase H2) 

is an enzyme responsible for the removal of RNA from RNA–DNA hybrids formed during 

replication through the ribonucleotide excision repair (RER) pathway 77. The objective was to 

study metabolic signatures associated with defects in the DDR, including defects in ATM and 

RNase H and identify the metabolic adaptations following the cellular stress caused by an 

inefficient DNA repair. The metabolism of CLL, multiple myeloma or normal B cell lines as 

well as primary CLL cells with or without DDR deficiency were studied using 1D 1H NMR 

spectroscopy to find possible targetable DNA damage metabolic biomarkers. Besides, 1H NMR 

metabolic profiles of WT and AT LCLs with or without ATM activity and of cell lines after in 

vitro ATM inhibition were obtained. The aim was once again to investigate the metabolic effect 

of ATM loss, but also to study the impact of the accumulation of endogenous damage caused 

by ATM inhibition. Also, by inhibiting ATM, it was possible to examine if the metabolic 

variations in AT-deficient cells are induced by loss of ATM kinase activity.  

Finally, the metabolism of cells after in vitro radiation as a source of exogenous DNA damage 

was also examined. 
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 Results 

 Metabolic signature of cells with a defect in ATM 

To identify metabolic alterations related to defects in ATM, I decided to investigate how 

metabolism varies between chronic lymphocytic leukaemia and lymphoblastoid cell lines 

(LCLs) with and without ATM deficiencies. Given CLL cells are prone to display ATM defects, 

they appeared as a perfect biological material for this NMR study. Exploring ATM alterations 

in these cells will bring knowledge about the consequence of the loss of ATM in CLL, from a 

metabolic perspective. LCLs, on the other hand, were EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid B-cell 

lines derived from healthy donors or ATM-deficient patients with or without residual ATM 

activity. The objective was to identify metabolic changes between WT and AT LCLs, but also 

to investigate if the loss of kinase activity causes these metabolic differences. LCLs not only 

have the advantage of being a source of immortalised proliferating B cells, replicating 

spontaneously. They also represent a non-cancerous in vitro model of WT and ATM-deficient 

B cells 299. It is noteworthy as cancer cells often, if not always, exhibit metabolic rewiring, as 

reviewed in 300–302. This way, it was possible to study the consequence of loss of ATM on 

metabolism in cells without cancer metabolic alterations.  Supplemental information about the 

cell lines used within this project can be found in the method section 2.1. 

Metabolic profiles of cell lines were obtained using 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy. Cells were 

cultured for 24 hours before intracellular metabolite extraction using a 

methanol/chloroform/water extraction, a method used to extract hydrophilic metabolites such 

as lactate, amino acids, TCA cycle intermediates (polar extracts) and hydrophobic metabolites 

such as fatty acids and cholesterol (lipid extracts) from the same sample 287,303,304. The polar 

phases were studied in every cell lines. Only the lipid content of MEC1 WT and ATM, CII WT 

and ATM, WT and AT LCLs were analysed. Samples of media were collected at time 24 hours. 
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To study the metabolome in cell line with a defect in DDR, intracellular and extracellular 

metabolites were identified in extracts and media, respectively. 1D 1H NMR spectra of CII cells 

allowed for the identification of 29 polar and five non-polar metabolites in extracts (Figure 3-1), 

and 20 metabolites in media (Figure 3-2). For the rest of this thesis, metabolites were assigned 

using the same chemical shifts. 
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Figure 3-1: 1D 1H-NMR spectrum of CII polar and non-polar extracts.  

After processing of the spectra, 29 polar and five non-polar intracellular metabolites were 

assigned in Metabolab. A) Polar extracts. Metabolites identified: Le, Leucine; Va, Valine; Is, 

Isoleucine; Hy, 3-Hydroxybutyrate;   La, Lactate; Al, Alanine; Ar, Arginine; Ac, Acetate; Pr, 

Proline; Gl, Glutamate; Gi, Glutamine; Su, Succinate; Gh, Glutathione; As, Aspartate; Aa, 

Asparagine; Ph, Phosphocholine; Ta, Taurine; Me, Methanol; My, Myo-inositol; At, ATP; Ug, 

UDP-glucose; Ud, UDP, Na, NAD+; GT, GTP; Fu, Fumarate; Ty, Tyrosine; Hi, Histidine; Pe, 

Phenylalanine; Fo, Formate. B) Non-polar extracts. Metabolites identified: Ch, Cholesterol; 

FA, Fatty acids/Fatty acyl chains; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; 

TG, triglycerides. 
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Figure 3-2: 1D 1H-NMR spectrum of a CII media sample.  

After processing of the spectra, 20 extracellular metabolites were assigned in Metabolab. 

Metabolites identified: Is, Isoleucine; Le, Leucine; Va, Valine; 3Hy, 3-Hydroxybutyrate; La, 

Lactate; Al, Alanine; Ar, Arginine; Gl, Glutamate; Pr, Proline; Py, Pyruvate; Gi, Glutamine; 

Mt, Methionine; As, Aspartate; Aa, Asparagine; Gc, Glucose; My, Myo-inositol; Ty, Tyrosine; 

Hi, Histidine; Pe, Phenylalanine; Fo, Formate.  
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After the 1D 1H NMR spectra acquisition of the polar extracts and media samples of MEC1 

and CII cells, metabolites were analysed by metabolic groups. Several metabolic differences 

were observed between polar extracts of WT vs ATM-deficient CLL cells. Some of these 

differences were common between cell lines such as higher levels of phenylalanine and taurine 

in both the MEC1 and CII ATM-deficient cell lines (MEC1 and CII ATM) compared to their 

equivalent WT cell lines (MEC1 and CII WT) (Figure 3-3). Another common alteration was 

the lower alanine levels in the ATM-deficient cell lines. Additionally, MEC1 ATM cells had 

lower myo-inositol intensity compared to MEC1 WT.  

Nonetheless, CII ATM cells seemed to display the opposite effect, with higher myo-inositol 

intensity found in CII ATM in comparison with CII WT. After the lipid extracts analysis, no 

metabolic changes could be detected between MEC1 WT and MEC1 ATM. Regarding CII 

cells, CII ATM had higher lipid content than WT CII as demonstrated by the higher levels in 

cholesterol, fatty acids, phosphocholine and plasmalogen (Figure 3-4). Metabolic variations 

also existed in the media of WT vs ATM CLL cells, but they varied according to the type of 

CLL cells studied. The analysis of media samples from MEC1 cells revealed higher intensities 

in lactate and 3-hydroxybutyrate and lower intensities in asparagine and glucose in MEC1 

ATM, which suggests more active glycolysis in MEC1 ATM cells (Figure 3-5). In CII ATM 

media samples, intensities in several amino acids (leucine, isoleucine, valine, arginine, 

glutamine, tyrosine, phenylalanine) and glucose levels were higher than in CII WT media. In 

contrast, glutamate, lactate, alanine, 3-hydroxybutyrate and formate intensities were lower than 

in the CTL (Figure 3-5). 

Metabolic analysis of LCLs revealed increased levels in UDP and glutathione intracellularly 

and in arginine, glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, proline, succinate and formate extracellularly 

in ATM-deficient LCLs (AT LCLs) with remaining ATM activity compared to WT LCLs. On 
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the contrary, AT LCLs conserving some AT activity exhibited lower levels in intracellular 

leucine, isoleucine, arginine, asparagine, tyrosine, glutamine and in extracellular leucine and 3-

hydroxybutyrate compared to WT LCLs. The differences in intracellular polar metabolites 

between WT LCLs and AT LCLs are shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7. Extracellular 

metabolites can be found in Figure 3-8.   

AT LCLs with no ATM activity had lower intracellular intensities in amino acids such as 

isoleucine, glutamine, and asparagine, tyrosine, phenylalanine, in phosphocholine and myo-

inositol and lower extracellular 3-hydroxybutyrate and formate intensities compared to their 

WT equivalent. On the other hand, intensities of ATP, and taurine in polar extracts and of 

leucine, isoleucine, glutamine, and glucose in media were higher in AT LCLs with no ATM 

activity compared to WT LCLs. Remarkably, AT LCLs without AT activity displayed increased 

taurine levels and variations in metabolites shown to be involved in the DDR, including 

increased intracellular intensities in fumarate and decreased intensities in glycine in comparison 

with both WT LCLs and AT LCLs with residual kinase activity. While the increase in fumarate 

in AT LCLs without AT activity might be due to its role in DNA repair 147,148, the decrease in 

glycine intensities might result from an increase in its consumption for nucleotide synthesis, a 

crucial metabolic pathway in the DDR 149.  

Only the lipid content of WT and AT LCLs without residual ATM activity was investigated, 

but no differences could be found between WT and AT LCLs (Figure 3-7). 

Overall the metabolic variations observed in AT-deficient cells suggest a role of ATM in 

metabolism and could be linked with the loss of ATM kinase activity.  
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Figure 3-3: Intracellular polar metabolites levels of MEC1 and CII WT and ATM cell 

lines cultured for 24 hours.  

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=6 

(MEC1 WT and ATM), n=9 (CII WT), n=8 (CII ATM) independent samples ± standard 

deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s t-test.  
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Figure 3-4: Intracellular lipids levels of MEC1 and CII WT and ATM cell lines cultured 

for 24 hours.  

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=6 

(MEC1 WT and ATM) and n=3 (CII WT and ATM) independent samples ± standard deviation. 

*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s t-test. 
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Figure 3-5: Extracellular metabolites levels of MEC1 and CII WT and ATM cell lines 

cultured for 24 hours. 

Media samples were collected at time 24 hours and analysed by 1H-NMR. NMR data were 

processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=6 (MEC1 WT and ATM), n=9 (CII 

WT), n=8 (CII ATM) independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, 

P < 0.001 by student’s t-test. 
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Figure 3-6: Intracellular polar metabolites levels of WT LCLs and AT LCLs with or 

without residual ATM activity cultured for 24 hours. 

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab.  Data are mean of n=15 

(WT LCLs), n=9 (AT LCLs, ATM activity), n=11 (AT LCLs, no ATM activity) independent 

samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by ANOVA. 
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Figure 3-7: Intracellular lipids levels of WT and AT LCLs without residual ATM activity 

cultured for 24 hours.  

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=15 

(WT LCLs), and n=11 (AT LCLs, no ATM activity) independent samples ± standard deviation. 

Student’s t-test was used to study the statistical significance and showed no differences. 
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Figure 3-8: Extracellular metabolites levels of WT LCLs and AT LCLs with or without 

residual ATM activity cultured for 24 hours.  

Media samples were collected at time 24 hours and analysed by 1H-NMR. NMR data were 

processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=15 (WT LCLs), n=9 (AT LCLs, 

ATM activity), n=11 (AT LCLs, no ATM activity) independent samples ± standard deviation. 

*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by ANOVA. 
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 Metabolic signature of cells with a defect in RNase H2 

To identify metabolic modifications linked with altered repair excision pathway as an example 

of DDR alteration, metabolic differences between CLL and multiple myeloma cell lines with 

and without RNase H2 deficiencies were investigated. Decision to study  RNase H2 deficiency 

in CLL and multiple myeloma cell lines was motivated by the high incidence of RNase H2 

mutations found in haematological cancers and mostly because, despite the progress made in 

understanding the role of RNase H2, only a few studies have investigated alternative cellular 

functions of RNase H2 86,87.  

By comparing the metabolic profile of WT cells with RNase H2 cells, the aim was to explore 

a potential metabolic role for RNase H2. CLL and multiple myeloma cells were cultured for 24 

hours before metabolite extraction. Samples of medium were collected at 24 hours. All samples 

were analysed by 1H-NMR.  

The analysis of the polar extract samples revealed that MEC1 with RNase H2 deficiencies 

(MEC1 RNASEH2-KO) had lower intracellular levels in several amino acids (leucine, 

isoleucine, proline, aspartate, asparagine, tyrosine, phenylalanine) as well as in succinate and 

UDP compared with MEC1 WT cells. However, MEC1 RNASEH2-KO intracellular levels in 

arginine, glutamine, acetate, glutathione, phosphocholine, taurine and myo-inositol were higher 

compared to MEC1 WT (Figure 3-9). In the media samples, only an increase in glutamine levels 

and a decrease in aspartate were observed in RNASEH2-KO vs MEC1 WT (Figure 3-10). 

In JJN3 cells lacking RNase H2 (JJN3 RNASEH2-KO), most of the intracellular levels in 

amino acids were reduced as well as in succinate and glutathione. On the contrary, levels for 

phosphocholine, taurine and myo-inositol were higher than in JJN3 with intact RNase-H2 

(Figure 3-11). Extracellular metabolite analysis in JJN3 RNASEH2-KO revealed higher levels 

of pyruvate, but lower levels in amino acids and glucose than in JJN3 WT (Figure 3-12).  
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Globally, it seems that the differences observed in RNase H2-deficient cells compared to the 

WT were the consequence of the loss of RNase H2 and encourage the idea of metabolic 

functions of RNase H2.  
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Figure 3-9: Intracellular polar metabolites levels of MEC1 WT and RNASEH2-KO 

cultured for 24 hours. 

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=4 

independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s 

t-test. 
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Figure 3-10: Extracellular metabolites levels of MEC1 WT and RNASEH2-KO cell lines 

cultured for 24 hours. 

Media samples were collected at time 24 hours and analysed by 1H-NMR. NMR data were 

processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=4 independent samples ± standard 

deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s t-test. 
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Figure 3-11: Intracellular polar metabolites levels of JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO 

cultured for 24 hours. 

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=4 

independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s 

t-test.  
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Figure 3-12: Extracellular metabolites levels of JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO cell lines 

cultured for 24 hours. 

Media samples were collected at time 24 hours and analysed by 1H-NMR. NMR data were 

processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=4 independent samples ± standard 

deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s t-test.  
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 Taurine, a metabolite of interest? 

Taurine is one of the four common sulphur-containing amino acids 238. In the human body, 

most of the taurine present is acquired from external nutrients. Taurine can also be synthesized 

from methionine and cysteine 240. Although taurine is not incorporated into proteins, is has been 

suggested to play a role in many biological functions such as an osmoregulator, antioxidant, 

neuroprotector or precursor for bile salt synthesis 240,241. High levels of taurine have been found 

in some cancers and can be used as a tumour biomarker. Nonetheless, the question of the role 

of taurine in cancer remains unanswered today. 

In the previous section, higher intracellular taurine levels were detected in all DDR-deficient 

cell lines in comparison with the WT cell lines (Figure 3-13). To validate the taurine 

assignment, an NMR spectrum of a taurine sample constituted of 50 mM taurine in 

dH2O/10%(v/v) NMR buffer was acquired. With this method, it was possible to confirm taurine 

appeared as two triplets at 3.2 and 3.4 ppm, respectively, in the 1D 1H NMR spectra (Figure 

3-14A). Taurine peaks were also visible at 3.2 and 3.4 ppm in all DDR-deficient cell lines as 

confirmed by the overlapping of the NMR spectra with the taurine profile in Chenomx (Figure 

3-14B). 
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Figure 3-13: Cells with a defect in the DNA damage response exhibit higher intracellular 

taurine intensities. 

Taurine levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra in Metabolab after metabolites extraction, 
1H-NMR spectra acquisition and processing. Data are mean of n=6 (MEC1 WT and ATM), n=9 

(CII WT), n=8 (CII ATM), n=15 (WT LCLs), n=11 (AT LCLs, no ATM activity), n=4 (MEC1 

WT and RNASEH2-KO), n=4 (JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO) independent samples ± standard 

deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Figure 3-14: 1D 1H-NMR spectra of taurine in NMR buffer and of taurine regions in cell 

extracts.  

A) 1D 1H-NMR spectrum of 50 mM taurine in dH2O/10% NMR buffer. Two taurine triplets at 

3.2 and 3.4 ppm were visible in the 1D 1H NMR spectrum and corresponded to the 1H signals 

in C1 (green) and C2 (fuchsia). B) Taurine regions in NMR spectra from polar extracts of DDR-

deficient cells lines: MEC1 ATM, CII ATM, AT LCL, MEC1 RNASH2-KO, JJN3 RNASEH2-

KO. After processing of the spectra in Metabolab, taurine peaks (3.4 and 3.2 ppm) were 

identified using the Chenomx assign tool. The peaks in purple represent the expected profile for 

taurine in Chenomx and were overlapped with the NMR spectra. 
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 Effect of in vitro DNA damage exposure on metabolism  

In this section, the effect of a DNA damaging agent on metabolism was studied. For this, WT 

and DDR-deficient cells were exposed to ionising radiation, known to induce DNA double-

strand breaks. This experiment was driven by the increased taurine levels observed in DDR-

deficient cells, suggesting that high levels of DNA damage is associated with an increase in 

taurine intensities. The aim was to examine if an exogenous source of DNA damage could affect 

the level of taurine in cells.  

Cells were treated with 10 Gy in vitro radiation to study the effect of ionising radiation on the 

metabolism of WT and DDR-deficient cells. After the IR treatment, cells were kept in culture 

for 24 hours before analysing the intracellular metabolites with 1H-NMR.   

In both WT LCLs, taurine was increased after IR but was only found to be statistically 

significant for one of the WT LCLs. In JJN3 WT cells, taurine was significantly increased after 

the IR treatment. In cell lines with a DDR defect, there were no differences in taurine intensities 

before or after irradiation (Figure 3-15).  

Overall, these results suggest that taurine could be increased in response to exogenous DNA 

damaging agents.  
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Figure 3-15: Intracellular taurine levels after inducing DDR in vitro in WT and ATM or 

RNASEH2-KO deficient cell lines.  

Cells were treated with 10 Gy ionising radiation and kept cells in culture for 24 hours. The 

intracellular metabolic profiles were obtained by NMR spectroscopy. Taurine levels were 

obtained from 1H-NMR spectra in Metabolab after metabolites extraction, 1H-NMR spectra 

acquisition and processing. Data are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, 

P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by student’s t-test. 
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 Metabolic changes upon ATM inhibition 

Higher levels of taurine were measured in cells with a DDR defect and when DNA damage 

was induced using exogenous sources. Therefore, this section aimed at studying if the inhibition 

of the ATM repair pathway, causing accumulation of endogenous damage, would increase 

taurine levels. Another objective was to research a possible role for ATM kinase activity in the 

modulation of intracellular taurine levels.   

First, I investigated the dose of inhibitors that was necessary to suppress the background signal 

of ATM and monitored cell growth and viability in cells incubated with ATM inhibitor KU-

60019 or AZD0156. Then, the intracellular and extracellular metabolic profiles of cell lines 

after four days incubation with KU-60019 or AZD0156 were obtained using 1D 1H NMR 

spectroscopy. 

To verify the ability of KU-60019 or AZD0156 to inhibit irradiation-induced activation of 

ATM protein kinase, Western blotting was used. Western blotting of ATM in WT LCLs cell 

lysates after ATM inhibition using 0-3 µM KU60019 or AZD0156 resulted in 3 µM being the 

lower dose to inhibit the ATM kinase activity completely. Western blotting of ATM in CII WT 

cell lysates using 0-10 µM ATM inhibitors also revealed that 3 µM was the lowest concentration 

that fully inhibited ATM activity (Figure 3-16). 

Following the assessment of the optimal concentration of ATM inhibitor to use, cell viability 

of CII WT and a WT LCL was measured over 96 hours using 3 µM of both ATM inhibitors. 

The goal was to ensure high cell viability was maintained throughout the experiment and find 

a time point where cells were proliferating. I assumed that this time point corresponds to the 

cellular metabolic adaptation to the loss of ATM. Results in Figure 3-16 revealed that viability 

was approximately 95% during the whole experiment. Cells seemed to proliferate slower than 
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the control over the first 48 hours. However, cells recovered proliferation rate after 48 hours. 

Following these results, 96 hours was chosen as the time point for the NMR experiments. 
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Figure 3-16: Western blot, viability and growth curve of CII WT and WT LCL after ATM 

inhibition. 

A) Analysis of ATM protein by Western blot of WT LCL and WT CII cells. Cells were exposed 

to increased doses of KU60019 and AZD0156 for 1 hour followed (+) or not (-) by exposure to 

in vitro radiation (10Gy). The protein content was extracted 1 hour following irradiation, and 

ATM protein expression was assessed by Western blot. Actin was used as a loading control.  

B) Cell viability of WT CII and LCL over 96 hours treatment with ATM inhibitors. 

Approximatively, 6x105 cells were transferred in a flask in RPMI with 3 µM DMSO (CTL), 3 

µM AZD0156 or 3 µM KU60019. Results are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard 

deviation. Cells were counted every day, and cell viability was assessed using trypan blue assay. 

C) Growth curves of WT CII and LCL over 96 hours treatment with ATM inhibitors. Growth 

curves were obtained by plotting the number of cells counted every day during treatment with 

AZD0156 or KU60019. Results are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation.  
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After finding an optimal dose for the inhibitors and choosing a time point where cells have 

adapted to the loss of ATM, 1H-NMR spectra of WT and ATM-deficient CII cells and LCLs 

after 96 h of ATM inhibition were acquired.  

The comparison of the intracellular metabolic profile of all the WT cell lines revealed an 

increase in intracellular taurine levels after ATM inhibition with KU60019 and AZD0156. On 

the contrary, ATM-deficient CII and LCL cell lines did not show any differences in taurine 

levels before and after ATM inhibition (Figure 3-17). These results could be suggesting that 

ATM deficiency is related to higher taurine levels. Besides, inhibiting ATM in already ATM-

deficient cells does not yield an increase in taurine, confirming that: (i) these cells have no ATM 

activity; and, (ii) the rise in taurine is only caused by ATM inhibition and is not a side effect of 

the inhibitor. 

Interestingly, the analysis of the extracellular metabolite levels revealed significantly higher 

glucose and lower lactate levels in CII WT cell lines upon ATM inhibition compared to the 

control, which indicates lower glycolytic activity. A similar tendency was observed in the two 

WT LCLs, although the results were not statistically significant (Figure 3-18). 
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Figure 3-17: Effect of ATM inhibition on intracellular taurine levels in WT and AT-

deficient cell lines.  

Cells were maintained in culture in classic RPMI with 3 µM DMSO (CTL), AZD0156 (AZ) or 

KU60019 (KU). Metabolic content was extracted after 96 hours and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. 

Taurine levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs 

are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 

0.001 by ANOVA.  
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Figure 3-18: Effect of ATM inhibition on extracellular metabolites in WT and AT-

deficient cell lines.  

Cells were maintained in culture in classic RPMI with 3 µM DMSO (CTL), AZD0156 (AZ) or 

KU60019 (KU). Media samples were collected after 96 hours and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. 

Glucose and lactate levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  

Bar graphs are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 

0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by ANOVA.  
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 ATM deficiency in primary CLL cells 

After having characterised the metabolic profile of CLL cell lines with a defect in DDR, I 

wanted to study whether similar metabolic changes could be generalised in primary ATM-

deficient CLL cells. Although gene expression levels following the loss of ATM in primary 

CLL had already been investigated by Stankovic and co-workers 305, the metabolic profile of 

primary CLL upon ATM defects had not been studied before by our group. 

To study the metabolic consequences of the loss of ATM in primary CLL cells, 1D 1H NMR 

spectra of ATM-deficient and WT primary CLL samples were compared. The effect of in vitro 

radiation on the metabolism of primary CLL was also studied. 

Given the importance of choosing the good cellular material for NMR experiments 289, a first 

experiment to decide on the type of CLL samples to use was conducted. The metabolic profiles 

of B-cells after 24 hours of their isolation from the blood of patients diagnosed with CLL (fresh 

sample) were compared with the same cells after 24 hours thawing (frozen sample). To assess 

whether freezing primary cells could affect their metabolism, after density gradient 

centrifugation, half of the mononuclear cells were kept in culture for 24 hours, and their 

metabolic content was extracted. The other half of the cells were frozen. Later, the frozen cells 

were thawed, kept in culture for 24 hours and their metabolic profile was obtained using 1D 1H 

NMR spectroscopy. Only metabolic differences in glutamate and glutamine were observed 

between fresh and frozen primary CLL cells. Taurine levels did not seem to be affected by the 

freezing process (Figure 3-19). For this reason, and because working on frozen samples offers 

more logistical flexibility, I decided to use frozen primary CLL cells to investigate the 

differences in taurine between WT and AT primary CLL cells. 
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Figure 3-19: Differences in the metabolic profile of fresh and frozen primary CLL cells.  

Metabolites of primary CLL B-cells were extracted after 24 hours of their isolation from the 

blood of patients diagnosed with CLL (fresh sample) or 24 hours after 24h thawing (frozen 

sample). 1H-NMR spectra of fresh and frozen samples were acquired. Glutamate, glutamine, 

and taurine levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab. Data are 

mean of n=2 independent samples. 
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Following the experimental set up described in the previous sections, WT and ATM-deficient 

primary cells were cultured for 24 hours prior to polar intracellular metabolite extraction and 

analysis by 1H-NMR. Results revealed that no significant differences could be highlighted when 

comparing NMR profile of WT CLL and ATM CLL cells (Figure 3-20). This result was not 

expected as cell lines showed an increase in taurine. However, metabolic profile analysis 

revealed that primary cells have high metabolic variability. The intracellular rise in taurine 

found in cell lines was not higher than 3-fold, thus, suggesting that it might be in the range of 

variation between primary cells. 

To simulate DDR activation in CLL and examine the effect on taurine levels, an experiment 

where CLL primary cells WT or ATM-deficient were treated with 10 Gy in vitro radiation was 

conducted. After in vitro radiation, cells were cultured for 24 hours before polar metabolite 

extraction and further analysis by 1H-NMR. Among the eight WT CLLs, five had higher taurine 

levels after IR. Higher taurine levels were also observed in five out of nine ATM-deficient 

CLLs analysed, although the other four samples presented a twofold decrease in taurine 

intensities (Figure 3-20).  
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Figure 3-20: Intracellular polar metabolites levels of WT CLL and ATM primary CLL 

cultured for 24 hours.  

Metabolites were extracted using a methanol-water-chloroform extraction. 1H-NMR spectra 

were acquired. NMR data were processed and analysed in Metabolab. Data are mean of n=8 

(WT CLL) and n=9 (ATM CLL) independent samples ± standard deviation.  Student’s t-test 

was used to study the statistical significance and showed no differences. 
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Figure 3-21: Intracellular taurine intensities after inducing DNA damage response in vitro 

in primary CLL cells. 

CLL cells were treated with 10 Gy ionising radiation and kept cells in culture for 24 hours. 

Taurine levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra in Metabolab after metabolites extraction, 
1H-NMR spectra acquisition and processing. Bar graphs show taurine levels for 8 independent 

WT (left) and 9 AT primary CLL (right). 
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 Discussion 

 ATM and RNase H2 deficient cells exhibit higher 

intracellular levels of taurine 

In this chapter, metabolite concentrations were analysed by NMR in extracts and media 

samples from ATM- and RNase H2-deficient cells to study the metabolic changes for examples 

of DNA damage response defects in different cell lines, including CII, multiple myeloma, and 

lymphoblastic cell lines. The main finding was the higher taurine levels in all DDR-defective 

cell lines compared to the control. 

Apart from its function in DNA repair, ATM is suspected of having a role in cellular 

metabolism, reviewed in 153 and 306. The suspected metabolic functions of ATM include (I) 

regulation of the PPP by activation of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 70; (II) regulation of 

glycolysis 154, (III) glucose intolerance and insulin resistance 223, (IV) ROS sensing and 

activation through oxidative stress 307. Therefore, it was expected that the absence of ATM 

would lead to metabolic alterations in cells. Although previous publications mostly examined 

a function of ATM in carbon metabolism; here, I identified for the first time a link between loss 

of ATM and taurine intracellular levels. Interestingly, taurine levels were also increased in cells 

lacking RNase H2. To my knowledge, this is the first time NMR technology was used to 

describe the metabolome of RNase H2 deficient cells and to study a metabolic function of 

RNase H2. The results in this thesis encouraged the idea that RNase H2 has a role to play in 

cell metabolism.  

Overall, the increased intracellular levels in both ATM and RNase H2 cells indicates a link 

between taurine and the DDR.  It suggests taurine could be used as a DDR alteration biomarker, 

but more model of DDR-deficient cells would need to be studied to arise to confirm this. It 
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could also be that the increase in taurine levels reflects the accumulation of DNA damage in 

DDR-deficient cells. 

Interestingly, in LCLs, the increase in taurine levels was only observed in AT LCLs that had 

a complete loss of ATM activity. It suggests that variations in taurine levels are linked with the 

loss of kinase activity in ATM-deficient cells.    
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 ATM inhibition causes an increase in intracellular taurine 

To examine if the accumulation of DNA damage in cells induced metabolic changes, 

including modification of taurine levels, but also to study further the metabolic consequence of 

the loss of ATM kinase activity in cells, ATM inactivation was achieved in cell lines using the 

ATM inhibitors KU60019 and AZD0156. It was crucial to establish a dose of ATM inhibitors 

to use and to characterise the cell viability and growth of cells upon ATM inhibition for 

metabolic comparison between treated and control cells. Proliferation assays are crucial as they 

can influence nutrients uptake and utilisation 308. On the other hand, viability assay is essential 

as apoptosis can severely alter metabolism in cells as reviewed in 309. Cells were viable and 

proliferating to ensure that the metabolic changes observed could be solely attributed to ATM 

inhibition and not to a difference in proliferation or viability. After treatment of WT and ATM-

deficient cells with 3 µm of KU60019 and AZD0156 over 96 hours, I observed an increase in 

intracellular taurine levels using KU60019 and AZD0156 in WT cell lines only. These results 

reinforced the idea that taurine is increased in response to DNA damage. On the other hand, 

these results support the idea that the metabolic variations in ATM-deficient cells are a 

consequence of the loss of ATM kinase activity.  
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 Other intracellular metabolic alterations in DDR-

deficient cells 

Taurine was not the only metabolite affected by the loss of ATM or RNase H2. Other 

metabolites were found to be altered in cells with faulty DNA repair. For instance, intensities 

in intracellular phenylalanine were higher in extracts of CII AT and MEC1 AT, but lower in 

AT LCLs compared to the control. In both MEC1 and JJN3, the loss of RNase H2 seemed to 

induce other metabolic changes such as a decrease in several intracellular amino acid levels and 

an increase in phosphocholine and myo-inositol. These variations could be explained by the 

nature of these cell lines as well by the type of DDR alteration they are carrying. The cell lines 

used in this project had a different origin. Some were derived from CLL cells, others from B-

cells and others from multiple myeloma plasma cells. Given that different cell types can exert 

various metabolic pathways usage 310, it is plausible that the metabolic differences observed are 

linked with the cell origin and not with repair pathways alterations. A possible explanation for 

the differences observed between the metabolic alterations induced by ATM, or RNase H2 is 

that, because of the numerous mechanisms underlying the DDR pathways, different DDR 

defects could lead to distinct metabolic reprogramming, suggested in 134.  

An interesting finding was the rise in fumarate intensities and the decrease in glycine 

intensities found intracellularly in AT LCLs with complete loss of ATM activity compared to 

WT CTL cells, given these two metabolites had been shown to have a role in DNA repair 147,148 

and nucleotides synthesis 149, respectively. Given it was only a feature of AT LCLs, it is possible 

that this metabolic rewiring only occurs in non-tumour B-cells with defective ATM repair 

pathway. 
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When analysing the lipid fractions with NMR, only CII ATM cells showed differences in 

lipids content which was higher than in CII WT. However, the same study conducted in ATM-

deficient and WT MEC1 and LCLs cells did not reveal any metabolite of interest.  As a result, 

the lipid metabolism in DDR-deficient cells was not further investigated. 
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 Glucose metabolism in DDR-deficient cells 

The collection and analysis of media samples throughout various NMR experiments gave 

insight into the effect of DDR pathway alterations on extracellular metabolites. Modification in 

glucose levels in ATM-deficient cells was expected given that ATM is considered as a regulator 

of glucose homeostasis and loss of ATM has been shown to induce glucose intolerance and 

insulin resistance in AT patients 223 and in a mouse AT animal models 224,225. 

The analysis of the extracellular content revealed alteration of glucose, lactate and glutamine 

levels in DDR-deficient cells compared to WT cells. Still, there were a few discrepancies 

between the cell lines. After pharmacological ATM inhibition, the results were more consistent. 

They indicated reduced glycolysis upon ATM inhibition as shown by the increase in 

extracellular glucose levels and the decrease in lactate. However, these findings were 

contradictory to previous publication showing that glycolysis was increased in response to 

ATM inhibition in MCF7 and HepG2 cells 311. Similarly, glucose and glutamine consumptions, 

as well as lactate production, were significantly increased in the media of senescent cells after 

ATM inhibition with KU55933 152. 

Overall, the effect of loss of ATM on glucose, glutamine and lactate levels in DDR-deficient 

cells was unclear and seemed to contradict results found in the literature. For these reasons, 

HSQC experiments using 13C glucose and glutamine were performed and are presented in the 

next chapter. They will aim for a better comprehension of the effect of the loss of DDR in cells 

on glucose and glutamine metabolism. 
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 Consequence of ATM loss in primary CLL cells 

In this chapter, I also examined if the metabolic alterations found in the ATM-deficient cell 

lines could be duplicated in primary CLL cells by comparing the metabolic signature of primary 

WT and AT CLL cells with NMR spectroscopy. First, it was crucial to decide on the cell 

material to use for the metabolic studies. Comparing fresh and frozen primary cells showed that 

the metabolic profile of both sample types remained mostly unchanged. Although little 

differences were observed between the metabolome of fresh and frozen cells, there were no 

differences in taurine levels, which was of interest for this thesis. Additionally, assessing the 

metabolic profile of fresh vs frozen samples raises the importance of the choice of sample to 

use in NMR experiment and shows how important it is to stay consistent with the nature of the 

sample used throughout the experiments 289. Despite all the care taken to choose the right NMR 

sample and to ensure cell viability was maintained over 90% throughout the experiment, there 

were no differences between the metabolome of WT and AT primary CLL. It could be 

explained by the high degree of genetic and clonal heterogeneity that exists within CLL 312,313. 

Another reason for the absence of metabolic changes between WT and AT CLL could be that 

primary cells were isolated from the blood, thus are arrested in the G0/G1 cell cycle phase. 

Although it has been shown that quiescent CLL cells have an active metabolism, the absence 

of ATM function might not induce sufficient intracellular changes when the cells are not cycling 

314. Therefore, it could be interesting to increase the number of samples and conduct a metabolic 

study on cycling primary cells. Finally, although it was ensured that the cells were viable at the 

time of the experiment, it is possible that the cells, most of them having been kept for a long 

time were no longer metabolically active. Indeed, although our experience above indicated that 

the freezing process has little effect on cell metabolism, this experiment was carried out over a 
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short period and did not account for the impact of long-term freezing on the metabolism of 

primary cells. 
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 Effect of in vitro radiation on intracellular taurine levels 

The increase in taurine observed in cells with a DNA repair defect implied taurine increased 

in response to DNA damage. To verify this hypothesis, the metabolic response in cells and 

primary cells after generating DNA damage using in vitro radiation was investigated.  

A day after the IR treatment, higher taurine levels were detected in wild-type cells lines 

compared to controls. In ATM and RNase H2 deficient cells, the taurine levels remained stable. 

The absence of modification in taurine levels in the DDR-deficient cells could be explained 

because these cells are known to accumulate DNA damage 1. If taurine is increased in response 

to DNA damage, the main explanation would be that DDR-deficient cells always maintain high 

intracellular levels of taurine, to a maximum concentration. In that scenario, the intracellular 

levels of taurine would not be increased following DDR pathway activation. Regarding the 

primary cells, half of the WT and AT CLL had increased taurine intensities upon ionising 

radiation even though the sample size was too small to draw any conclusion.  

To summarise, these results seem to indicate that taurine could be increased in response to 

DNA damage.  

Overall, the findings in this chapter suggest that intracellular taurine is increased in cells with 

a defect in the DNA repair pathway. Since the same phenomenon occurred in cells lacking 

either ATM or RNase H2, this could be linked with genome instability in these cells and could 

be a marker of DNA damage. The increase in taurine after in vitro radiation and ATM inhibition 

in WT cells also supports this idea. At this stage, the sources, and the mechanisms behind 

taurine increase in DDR-deficient cells are unknown and will be examined in the next chapters. 

DDR alterations also seemed to induce changes in the glucose and glutamine metabolism, but 

this question will be further explored within the next chapter using 2D NMR spectroscopy.  
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 Glucose and glutamine 

metabolism in DDR-deficient cells 
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 Overview 

In the previous chapter, metabolic differences were highlighted between WT and DDR-

deficient cells. One of the questions left unanswered was whether the glucose and glutamine 

metabolism was altered in the absence of efficient DNA repair mechanisms. This chapter aimed 

at addressing this question using tracer-based NMR approaches. 

The decision of studying glucose and glutamine metabolism in DDR-deficient cells was, in 

part driven by previously reported mechanisms showing that DNA damage response is linked 

to the regulation of metabolic homeostasis. Hence, many molecules in the DNA repair network 

are associated with metabolism; this has been reviewed by Shimizu et al. 222. On the other hand, 

many studies have linked DDR impairment and accumulation of DNA damage with 

perturbation of energy metabolism reviewed in 315. Studying DNA repair molecules and their 

association with metabolism is an area under constant investigation with most studies focusing 

on the link between the DNA repair network and the glucose or glutamine metabolism, two 

crucial metabolic fuels. Nevertheless, many roles for these repair molecules are yet unrevealed 

135,169,222. 

So far, the examination of the metabolism of DDR-deficient cells presented in this thesis has 

mainly been focused on the analysis of cellular extracts and media using 1D NMR.  This chapter 

takes a closer look at the metabolic response to the loss of ATM or RNase H by monitoring the 

changes in glucose and glutamine flux in isogenic cell lines using tracer-based NMR 

approaches. 2D 13C-1H HSQC analysis of WT and DDR-deficient cells, after incubation with 

[U-13C] glucose and [3-13C] glutamine, will be presented. Overall, the objective was to assess 

if cells with ineffective DNA repair demonstrated different glucose or glutamine metabolism 

compared to WT cells.  
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 Results 

 Incorporation of 13C from [U-13C] glucose in isogenic cell 

lines 

In the previous chapter, variations in extracellular glucose levels were observed between WT 

and cells with defective DNA repair. However, it was unclear if the loss of ATM or RNase H 

was at the origin of these differences.  

As mentioned before, ATM is suspected to regulate glucose homeostasis. Hence, the loss of 

ATM has been previously reported to alter glucose metabolism 224,225. On the other hand, RNase 

H2, given its role in the removal of RNA from DNA 85, is directly involved in nucleic acid 

metabolism 87 which is again linked to glucose metabolism via the pentose phosphate pathway 

316. However, the effect of RNase H2 alterations on glucose metabolism is so far unknown.   

This section aims at investigating further if differences in glucose utilisation exist between 

WT and DDR-deficient cells. CII ATM and RNASEH2-KO JJN3 cell lines were used as a 

model for ATM or RNase H2 deficiency, respectively, and compared to their WT equivalent.  

Cells were cultured for 24 hours in cell culture media with [U-13C] glucose (labelled) or in 

control cell culture media with natural abundance precursors (unlabelled).  Cells were 

harvested, intracellular metabolites were extracted and analysed by 1H-13C HSQC NMR. The 

1H-13C HSQC intensities in the labelled and unlabelled spectra were normalised using TSA 

values from the corresponding 1D 1H spectrum. To obtain the 13C percentages in the different 

carbons, the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the normalised labelled and corresponding unlabelled 

sample was multiplied by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%), as described in the Methods 

section (2.7.3.3). 
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Figure 4-1 shows the expected labelled metabolites after incubation with [U-13C] glucose. 

Glucose is converted to pyruvate through glycolysis. Pyruvate can be further oxidised into 

acetyl-CoA by the enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) to enter the TCA cycle or being 

converted directly into oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase (PC). Pyruvate can also be 

metabolised directly to lactate or alanine. After multiple turns of the TCA cycle, the label 

distribution becomes very intricate, as depicted in Figure 4-1. Also, the labelling pattern will 

differ depending on whether glucose is metabolised through PDH or PC (Figure 4-1). The Krebs 

cycle will produce energy precursors, but also metabolic intermediates used as building blocks 

for other metabolites such as amino acids, fatty acids, purines, and pyrimidines. 

After 24 hours incubation with [U-13C] glucose, many metabolic intermediates appeared to be 

13C labelled in the HSQC spectra of CII and JJN3 cells. An example of a 1H-13C HSQC 

spectrum and metabolite assignments obtained after incubation of CII cells with [U-13C] 

glucose is visible in Figure 4-2. 

HSQCs spectra are informative of signal intensities, but also of 13C chemical shifts and 

coupling patterns. 13C percentages were calculated for individual carbons in all cell lines. Label 

percentages for the metabolic intermediates of interest were plotted and organised by metabolic 

groups for CII (Figure 4-3) and JJN3 (Figure 4-4) cell lines. All cell lines consumed glucose, 

and carbons in several downstream metabolites became 13C labelled. For many metabolites 

analysed, the percentages of 13C label were similar between WT and DDR-deficient cells, 

although they varied between CII and JJN3 cell lines (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). Among 

glycolysis intermediates 13C labelling was observed in 3-phosphoglycerate (position C2 and 

C3), pyruvate (C3), lactate (C2 and C3), alanine (C2 and C3), NAD+ (C1), UDP (C2) and 

glycerol-3-phosphate (C1, C2, C3) (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). Other 13C carbons were 

expected to be labelled as for C1 in lactate or alanine, but because these carbons are 
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deprotonated, they are not directly observable in 1H-13C HSQC spectra. However, JCC coupling 

can be seen, which is more precise than intensities. 

Interestingly, 13C percentages in C2 of glycine, a metabolite of the one-carbon metabolism 

and needed for purine synthesis, were lower in ATM and RNASEH2-KO compared to WT 

(Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4). The incubation of DDR-deficient cells with [U-13C] glucose also 

led to the accumulation of more 13C-labeled pyruvate (C3), and lactate (C2) compared to WT, 

though the results were not statistically significant.  On the other hand, while all cell lines 

exhibited the same range of 13C percentages in pyruvate, higher levels of %13C for lactate and 

alanine, were measured in JJN3, compared to CII cells. The same way, more glucose was 

converted in NAD+ and UDP in JJN3 vs CII cells which could suggest a more active glycolysis 

pathway in multiple myeloma JJN3 cells than in CII cells. Another interesting observation was 

the higher 13C percentages in glycerol-3-phosphate in JJN3 cells compared to CII, 

independently of their mutation status and could reflect more lipogenesis in JJN3 than in CII 

cells. 

Glucose was further metabolised in TCA cycle intermediates, including citrate (C2), succinate 

(C2 and C3), and malate (C2 and C3) as demonstrated by the 13C percentages in the different 

carbons (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4).  It seemed that more glucose was converted to succinate 

in DDR-deficient cells compared to WT, but the results were not statistically different.  

In JJN3, higher percentages of 13C were measured in carbons of α-ketoglutarate, succinate, 

and fumarate than CII cells, indicating a more active TCA cycle for the multiple myeloma cell 

line. However, CII cells had most of their glucose transiting to the Krebs cycle being converted 

into TCA cycle products, including glutamate, glutamine, glutathione, proline, aspartate, and 

n-acetyl aspartate compared to JJN3, as indicated by the higher percentage in 13C label, and still 

suggests CII cells have undergone multiple TCA cycles.  
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Finally, the HSQC spectra also revealed that none of the glucose was metabolised into 

asparagine (C2, C3) in JJN3 cells. In CII cells, a small amount of glucose was converted to 

asparagine as shown by the low label incorporation percentages. These results could indicate 

an absence of asparagine synthetase (ASNS) activity, an enzyme catalysing the conversion of 

aspartate to asparagine. 

Overall glucose metabolism was similar for DDR-deficient cells and WT. The significant 

differences observed in this section were the differences between leukaemia and myeloma cell 

lines.  
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Figure 4-1: Expected label distribution in intracellular metabolites arising from [U-13C] 

glucose 

In short, [U-13C] glucose is converted to 13C3 pyruvate through glycolysis. Pyruvate can be 

further oxidised into acetyl-CoA by the enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) to enter the 

TCA cycle or being converted directly into oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase (PC). 

Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites excepted the 13C 

carbons resulting from PC activity which are illustrated in blue. Labelling patterns arising from 

the second round of the TCA are shown for metabolites derived from PDH activity with 13C 

carbons coloured in grey.  
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Figure 4-2: Example of a 1H-13C HSQC spectrum and assignments of polar cell extracts 

obtained after 24 hours labelling with [U-13C] glucose 

1H-13C HSQC spectra obtained from CII cell extracts after 24 hours incubation with [U-13C] 

glucose. Metabolites assigned: Ala, alanine; Asp, asparagine; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; 

CTP, cytidine triphosphate; Gln, glutamine; Glc, glucose; Glu, glutamate; Gly, glycine; Gly3P, 

glycerol-3-phosphate; Gsh, glutathione reduced; Lac, lactate; Mal, malate; NAD, Nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide; NAsp, N-acetylaspartate; Pho, phosphocholine; Pro, proline; Pyr, 

pyruvate; Suc, succinate; UDP, uridine diphosphate; Un, undefined.  
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Figure 4-3: Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [U-13C] glucose after 24 hours 

in CII cells 

For each experiment, bar graphs represent the mean percentage of 13C for one independent 

sample (n=1). 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after multiplying 

the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC by the natural 

abundance of 13C (1.1%). %13C for the metabolic intermediates of interest were plotted by 

metabolic groups. 
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Figure 4-4: Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [U-13C] glucose after 24 

hours in JJN3 cells 

For each experiment, bar graphs represent the mean percentage of 13C for three independent 

samples (n=3). 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after 

multiplying the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC 

by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). %13C for the metabolic intermediates of interest were 

plotted by metabolic groups. 
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 Incorporation of 13C from [3-13C] glutamine in isogenic 

cell lines 

In the previous chapter, variations in intracellular and extracellular levels of glutamine were 

noticed in cells lacking ATM or RNaseH2 compared to wild-type cells. However, it was not 

clear whether defects in the DNA repair pathway caused alteration in glutamine metabolism. 

To answer this question, 13C glutamine flux was monitored in isogenic cell lines using 2D 13C-

1H HSQC analysis and the results are presented in this section.  

Previous publications have already suggested a link between ATM and glutamine metabolism. 

For instance, in Atm −/− mice, blood glutamine concentration was reduced compared to control 

mice yet, the supplementation of glutamine restored values to near control levels. Also, gene 

expression analysis revealed increase glutaminase (GLS) expression in Atm −/− mice as well 

as in AT patients 234. In another study, glutamine synthetase was shown to be expressed at 

higher levels in del11q than in WT CLL cells while the inhibition of the glutaminase was 

cytotoxic for del11q CLL lymphocytes. 

On the other hand, glutamine metabolism in cells lacking RNase H2 has never been examined. 

However, these cells represent good candidates to investigate the effect of altered DNA repair 

pathway on glutamine flux given the roles of RNase H2 in nucleic acid metabolism and 

glutamine, involved in the biosynthesis of nucleotides. 

As for the above glucose labelled experiment, isogenic cells lines with a defect in ATM or 

RNase H2 were used as an example for DDR deficiencies. Cells were either grown in control 

media or media with [3-13C] glutamine at the same concentration as in the control media. After 

24 hours, cells were harvested, their intracellular metabolic content was extracted, and 1H-13C 

HSQC spectra were acquired. 13C percentages were calculated as for the above glucose labelled 

experiment (4.2.1). Expected labelled metabolites after incubation with [3-13C] glutamine can 
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be seen in Figure 4-5. The conversion of glutamine to α-ketoglutarate is called glutaminolysis 

and occurs in two steps. First, [3-13C] glutamine is metabolised to [3-13C] glutamate through 

hydrolysis of its amine group by the glutaminase enzyme. Glutamate is then converted into α-

ketoglutarate to feed the TCA cycle and serve as an energy source or a precursor for the 

synthesis of other metabolites, including amino acids, nucleotides, and lipids. The glutamate 

synthesised from glutamine might also be directly metabolised to glutathione or proline. 

After 24 hours incubation with [3-13C] glutamine, many metabolites showed isotope 

enrichment. Figure 4-6 depicts an example of an HSQC spectrum and metabolic assignments 

obtained for CII cells after 24 hours incubation with [3-13C] glutamine. The calculated 13C 

percentages for individual carbons were arranged by metabolic groups and can be seen in Figure 

4-7 for CII and Figure 4-8 for JJN3 cells. Glutaminolysis was observed in CII and JJN3 cells 

as demonstrated by the 13C label incorporation in intermediates of glutamine metabolism and 

TCA cycle. 13C label was detected in glutamate, pyroglutamate, proline, glutathione (position 

C3) as well as in α-ketoglutarate (C3), succinate (C2 and C3), fumarate (C2), malate (C2 and 

C3), and citrate (C2). Other metabolites of the aspartate metabolism were 13C labelled, 

including aspartate and N-acetyl aspartate (C2 or C3). Interestingly, though not significant, 

lower 13C label percentages were observed for glutamate and glutathione in DDR-deficient 

cells. On the contrary, the label incorporation was higher in succinate in these cells. It could 

indicate that cells lacking ATM or RNase H2 are more prone to metabolised glutamine through 

glutaminolysis rather than using it for glutathione synthesis.  

As for the previous labelling experiments, differences existed between CII and JJN3 cell lines. 

JJN3 had converted more glutamine into α-ketoglutarate, fumarate and malate compared to CII 

and could be an indicator of more TCA cycle activity in JJN3. Besides, it seemed that none of 

the glutamine was metabolised into N-acetylaspartate in CII cells. 
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A close reading of the results also showed the absence of 13C asparagine in all cells and could 

indicate a lack of ASNS activity in both JJN3 and CII cells.  

Finally, in interpreting these results, it seemed that there were no significant differences 

between the glutamine metabolism of WT and cells with deficient ATM or RNase H2.   
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Figure 4-5: Expected label distribution in intracellular metabolites arising from [3-13C] 

glutamine  

Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites. In brief, [3-13C] 

glutamine is first converted to [3-13C] glutamate then to α-ketoglutarate and enter the TCA 

cycle via glutaminolysis. PC, pyruvate carboxylase. 
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Figure 4-6: Example of 1H-13C HSQC spectra and assignments of polar cell extracts 

obtained after 24 hours labelling with [3-13C] glutamine 

1H-13C HSQC spectra obtained from CII cell extracts after 24 hours incubation with [3-C3] 

glutamine. Metabolites assigned: αKG, α-ketoglutarate; Ala, alanine; Asp, asparagine; Gln, 

glutamine; Glu, glutamate; Gsh, glutathione reduced; Lac, lactate; Mal, Malate; NAsp, N-

acetylaspartate; Pho, phosphocholine; Pro, proline; Pyr, pyruvate; Suc, succinate; UDP, uridine 

diphosphate. 
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Figure 4-7: Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [3-13C] glutamine after 24 

hours in CII cells 

For each experiment, bar graphs represent the mean percentage of 13C for one independent 

samples (n=1). 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after 

multiplying the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC 

by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). %13C for the metabolic intermediates of interest were 

plotted by metabolic groups. 
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Figure 4-8: Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [3-13C] glutamine after 24 

hours in JJN3 cells 

For each experiment, bar graphs represent the mean percentage of 13C for three independent 

samples (n=3). 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after 

multiplying the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC 

by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). %13C for the metabolic intermediates of interest were 

plotted by metabolic groups.  
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 Discussion 

 Glucose metabolism in cells defective in DNA repair 

pathways 

The overall aim of this chapter was to determine whether cells with a defective DNA repair 

pathway would present different glucose or glutamine metabolism compared to their WT 

counterpart. For this, we used NMR-based approaches to study cells with faulty ATM (CII) or 

RNase H2 (JJN3).  Using 2D HSQCs, it was possible to follow the glucose and glutamine 

consumption and the 13C label distribution in the different downstream metabolites, reported in 

317–321. Depending on the cell’s needs and activity, these metabolites will themselves feed other 

metabolic pathways and can be used for lipid, protein or nucleotide synthesis 322,323.  

For the [U-13C] glucose labelling experiment, the results showed all cells had consumed 

glucose which was metabolised through glycolysis into pyruvate. Pyruvate was then further 

converted into lactate or alanine or entered the Krebs cycle.  

In cells with repair pathway alterations, more glucose was converted to pyruvate and lactate 

than in the WT. It could indicate that DDR-deficient cells have a more active glycolysis 

pathway than WT cells. Although not statistically significant, these results are in partial 

agreement with previous publications showing enhancement of glycolysis in cells lacking 

ATM, including castration-resistant prostate cancer cells324 and cerebellar Purkinje cells325. 

One-carbon metabolism also seemed more active in cells lacking ATM or RNase H2 as 

demonstrated by the high levels of glycine labelled. Glycine is notably involved in purine 

synthesis 326, but these results would need further clarification.  

What was most striking, however, were the differences observed between CII and JJN3 cell 

lines. It seemed JJN3 cells had higher glycolytic flux than CII, demonstrated by the higher 13C 
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percentage in lactate, alanine NAD+ and UDP, and it could be directly correlated with the 

nature of the cells. Besides, more 13C glycerol-3-phosphate was found in JJN3 cells after 

incubation with [U-13C] glucose and could be an indicator of greater lipogenesis. Although it 

was not the aim of this chapter, it could be interesting to investigate further the differences in 

glucose metabolism between CLL and multiple myeloma cells by using other cell lines 

representative of these hematologic malignancies as well with healthy cells.  

Finally, it seemed that all cell lines studied within this section, independently of their mutation 

status, lack asparagine synthetase activity. These results are in line with several studies showing 

low expression of ASNS in another type of lymphoid leukaemia, acute lymphocytic leukaemia 

and multiple myeloma 327–330. However, experiments aiming at ASNS expression levels and 

activity assessment should be completed in CII and JJN3 to confirm this hypothesis.  

In summary, despite the different glucose labelling experiments presented in this section, it 

was not sure if the lack of efficient DNA repair pathway in the CII and JJN3 cell model had 

caused a change in glucose metabolism.  
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 Glutamine metabolism of WT and DDR-deficient cells 

After incubation with [3-13C] glutamine, all cells metabolised glutamine through 

glutaminolysis or, after conversion to glutamate, directly to glutathione and proline. 

The differences in 13C labelled incorporation between WT cells and cells with a defective 

DNA repair pathway suggested more glutamine going through TCA cycle in DDR-deficient 

cells. However, 13C percentages in the different TCA cycle intermediates were not significantly 

increased to confirm this hypothesis. Also, cells lacking CII or RNase H2 had metabolised less 

glutamine into glutathione than their WT counteract. Although these results were not 

significant, they are partially supported by previous studies showing a significant reduction in 

glutathione synthetase, the enzyme catalysing the last step in glutathione synthesis in AT 

deficient cells 234. 

The differences that appeared between CII and JJN3 were, as for the glucose labelling 

experiments, mainly variations in 13C percentages in TCA cycle intermediates. This further 

supports more TCA cycle activity in JJN3 cells than CII, but this would need to explore in more 

detail. Also observed for the above glucose labelling experiments, cells incubated with [3-13C] 

glutamine did not metabolise glutamine into asparagine. Once again, this suggests an absence 

of ASNS activity in the cell lines studied.  

In the end, there were no evident differences in the glutamine flux between WT and cells 

lacking ATM or RNase H2. However, the comparison of 13C percentages in metabolites from 

both [U-13C] glucose and [3-13C] glutamine labelling experiments was noteworthy because it 

revealed a higher rate of 13C in metabolites after incubation with glutamine than glucose in all 

cells studied. It implies that glutamine is the primary carbon substrate for the TCA cycle in 

these cells and partly confirm what has been previously assessed in multiple myeloma 331. Even 
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if it was not the aim of this thesis, in the future, it would be interesting to find out if the glucose 

and glutamine flux in MM and CLL cells differs from those of healthy cells. 

To conclude this chapter, the use of 13C labelled precursors revealed differences between 

glucose and glutamine metabolism in cells with different cell origin. However, there were no 

notable differences in cells in relation to their mutation status. The differences observed 

between CII and JJN3 cell lines demonstrated that glucose and glutamine metabolism depend 

on the type of cells and highlights the importance of the choice of the cell model in studying 

metabolism. On the other hand, although it contradicts the literature suggesting the loss of ATM 

cause perturbation of glucose and glutamine metabolism, they are different reasons that could 

explain the absence of differences between WT and DDR-deficient cells presented in this 

chapter. Cell lines may have adapted to the loss of ATM or RNase H2. Another reason could 

be the choice of labelled precursors. Other labelled precursors could have been used, including 

[1,2]glucose which is more precise to study glycolysis and the PPP while universally labelled 

glucose is more informative of the TCA cycle 332. Also, a double labelling approach combining  

[U-13C] glucose and [15N] glutamine could have been used as it was shown to be valuable to 

study nucleotides synthesis 291.  
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 Defective DNA repair and 

taurine metabolism 
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 Overview 

In the previous chapters, the metabolic variations in several cell lines with a defect in the DNA 

damage response compared to control cells was investigated. The key finding was that higher 

intracellular taurine levels were found in all ATM- and RNase H2-deficient cells. Moreover, 

taurine levels were increased when inducing DNA damage in vitro or after inhibition of ATM-

regulated DNA repair in cells without DDR deficiency.  

In human cells, taurine mainly comes from dietary sources or can be synthesised from 

methionine or cysteine 333. Taurine is not incorporated into proteins and is the end-product of 

sulphur metabolism which is essential for cell homeostasis and is involved in detoxification 

processes 334. Nonetheless, taurine is suspected of having many biological functions, e.g. as an 

osmoregulator, neuroprotector or precursor for bile salt synthesis, as reviewed in 240,333. In 

addition, the regulation of oxidative stress is another metabolic function attributed to taurine. 

Several publications revealed reduced ROS levels after taurine supplementation both in in vitro 

and in vivo models 246–249. However, the mechanism underlying how taurine functions as an 

antioxidant is poorly understood. 

In this chapter, the sources, and roles of taurine in DDR-deficient cells were investigated. To 

decipher how DDR-deficient cells obtain taurine, several experiments were performed focusing 

on (I) the taurine synthesis pathway in normal and DDR-deficient cells; (II) the effect of a 

taurine synthesis inhibitor, DL-propargylglycine on intracellular taurine levels; (II) the role of 

the proteasome and autophagy as possible sources of taurine; and (IV) the function of taurine 

as an antioxidant by measuring reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels. 
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 Results 

 Absence of taurine from the culture media 

This chapter aimed to characterise how DDR-deficient cells obtained taurine to identify the 

source of the increased taurine found in these cells. The first experiment was to verify if the cell 

culture medium or the FBS contained taurine that could be taken up by cells. Samples of RPMI 

medium with or without 10 % FBS and of FBS were screened for taurine by 1D 1H NMR 

spectra. The analysis of metabolites in the RPMI medium and FBS revealed the absence of 

taurine from the RPMI and FBS (Figure 5-1). Based on these results, it was ruled out that taurine 

could be obtained from the culture medium. Other sources of taurine will be investigated in the 

following sections. 
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Figure 5-1: 1D 1H-NMR RPMI, FBS and RPMI supplemented with 10 % FBS.  

After processing of the spectra in Metabolab, the absence of taurine peaks (3.4 and 3.2 ppm) 

in RPMI, FBS and RPMI supplemented with 10 % FBS was confirmed using the Chenomx 

assign tool. The peaks in purple represent the expected profile for taurine in Chenomx. 
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 Taurine synthesis pathway 

Given that the cell culture media used in all the experiments did not contain taurine, I wanted 

to explore whether taurine in DDR-deficient cells could arise from the taurine synthesis 

pathway. 

Taurine can be synthesised from methionine or cysteine via the cysteine sulfinic acid 

decarboxylase (CSAD) 333. To examine whether taurine could be generated from cysteine 

and/or methionine in cells with or without a defective DDR, I performed tracer-based analysis 

using isotopically labelled precursors. CII wild-type and ATM-deficient CLL cell lines, and 

JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO multiple myeloma cell lines, were grown for 24 hours in cell 

culture media with [13C3] cysteine or [U-13C] methionine (labelled). Cells grown in cell culture 

media with natural abundance precursors were prepared as controls.  CII cells were also 

cultured for 7 days in media with 13C labelled or natural abundant cysteine to complete a long 

13C labelled cysteine experiment. Cells were harvested, intracellular metabolic metabolites 

were extracted and analysed by 1H-13C HSQC NMR. An example of 1H-13C HSQC spectra and 

metabolite assignments obtained after incubation of cells with [13C3] cysteine or [U-13C] 

methionine can be seen in Figure 5-2. 13C label incorporations were calculated as described in 

the Methods section and as for the 13C labelled glucose and glutamine experiment from the 

previous chapter (4.1).  
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Figure 5-2: Example of 1H-13C HSQC spectra and assignments of polar cell extracts 

obtained after 24 hours labelling with [13C3] cysteine or [U-13C] methionine.  

A) 1H-13C HSQC spectra obtained from CII cell extracts after 24 hours incubation with [13C3] 

cysteine. B) 1H-13C HSQC spectra obtained from CII cell extracts after 24 hours incubation 

with [U-13C] methionine. Metabolites assigned: Ala, alanine; Asp, asparagine; Cre, creatine; 

Gly, glycine; Gln, glutamine; Glu, glutamate; Gsh, glutathione reduced; GSSG, glutathione 

oxidised; Hom, homoserine; Lac, lactate; Met, methionine; Myo, myo-inositol; PCr, 

phosphocreatine; Pho, phosphocholine; Spe, spermidine; Tau, taurine. 
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After labelling CII and JJN3 cells lines with [13C3] cysteine, 13C cysteine label incorporation 

was only found in carbon 12 and 13 of glutathione in either WT or DDR-deficient cells. 13C 

label incorporation in carbon in position 1 and 2 of hypotaurine and taurine were below 3% for 

all cell lines (Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4). Hence, no splitting was observed in the taurine signal 

after cell lines were cultured for 24 hours in media with [13C3] cysteine (Figure 5-5 and Figure 

5-6). Incubation over seven days with [13C3] cysteine in CII WT and ATM showed the same 

labelling pattern (Figure 5-7). These results suggest that none of the cells was synthesising 

taurine from cysteine even over a relatively long period, independently of their DDR alteration 

status. 

The taurine synthesis pathway was also explored after ATM inhibition in non-tumorous cells. 

For this, 13C cysteine label incorporation in WT LCLs was measured five days after their 

incubation with the ATM inhibitor AZD0156 or KU60019 and in control cells. Cells were 

cultured over 72 hours in RPMI (CTL) or RPMI containing 3 μM KU-60019 (KU) or AZD0156 

(AZ). Cells were then divided in two and cultured for an additional 24 hours in RPMI with or 

without AZD0156, or KU60019 supplemented with [13C3] cysteine or natural abundance 

cysteine for labelled and unlabelled sample, respectively. After incubating cells with the 

labelled and unlabelled precursors, intracellular metabolites were extracted, 1H-13C HSQC 

spectra acquired, and 13C label incorporation was calculated for the different carbons. As can 

be seen in Figure 5-8, only carbons in position 12 and 13 in glutathione were labelled from 

[13C3] cysteine. These results suggest an absence of taurine synthesis from cysteine in LCLs 

same as for leukaemia and multiple myeloma cell lines. 
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Figure 5-3: 13C labelled cysteine flux to glutathione or taurine in CII cells after 24 hours. 

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [13C3] cysteine after 24 hours incubation in CII 

cells. Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites. For each 

experiment, bar graphs and standard deviation represent the mean percentage of 13C for three 

independent samples (n=3) 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated 

after multiplying the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled 

HSQC by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). 
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Figure 5-4: 13C labelled cysteine flux to glutathione or taurine in JJN3 cells after 24 hours. 

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [13C3] cysteine after 24 hours incubation in 

JJN3 cells. Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites. For each 

experiment, bar graphs and standard deviation represent the mean percentage of 13C for three 

independent samples (n=3). 13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated 

after multiplying the 13C/12C ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled 

HSQC by the natural abundance of 13C (1.1%). 
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Figure 5-5: 1H-13C signals for taurine in CII WT and ATM cells 

CII cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [13C3] cysteine. 1H-13C HSQC spectra were 

acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for taurine in CII WT and ATM. No splitting 

of the taurine signal was observed in neither CII WT nor ATM. The black cross in the centre 

of each section of the HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for taurine.  
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Figure 5-6: 1H-13C signals for taurine in JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO cells 

CII cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [13C3] cysteine. 1H-13C HSQC spectra were 

acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for taurine in JJN3 WT and RNASEH2-KO. 

No splitting of the taurine signal was observed in neither JJN3 WT nor RNASEH2-KO. The 

black cross in the centre of each section of the HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for 

taurine.  
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Figure 5-7: 13C labelled cysteine flux to glutathione or taurine in CII cells after seven days.  

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [13C3] cysteine after seven days. For each 

experiment, bar graphs represent the percentage of 13C for one independent sample (n=1). 13C 

percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after multiplying the 13C/12C ratio 

obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC by the natural abundance of 
13C (1.1%). 
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Figure 5-8: 13C labelled cysteine flux to glutathione and taurine in WT LCLs upon ATM 

inhibition.  

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [13C3] cysteine in untreated WT LCLs (CTL) 

and WT LCLs treated with 3 μM KU-60019 (KU) or AZD0156 (AZ), cultured for 96 hours. 

For each experiment, bar graphs represent percentage of 13C for one independent sample (n=1). 
13C percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after multiplying the 13C/12C 

ratio obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC by the natural abundance 

of 13C (1.1%). 
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After incubation with 13C methionine, the 13C flux was assessed in CII and JJN3 cells. This 

labelling experiment was useful to evaluate a possible conversion of methionine to cysteine, 

precursors for taurine synthesis. 13C label incorporation was only found in the fourth carbon of 

creatine and phosphocreatine in CII (Figure 5-9) or JJN3 cells (Figure 5-10). Although 

methionine can be converted in homocysteine and cystathionine in cells (Figure 5-9 and Figure 

5-10 ), there was no 13C methionine label incorporation into cystathionine and homocysteine. 

Cystathionine can be further converted in cysteine or α-ketobutyric acid, with the 13C from 

13C methionine conserved in α-ketobutyric acid only. Independently of their mutation status, 

all CII and JJN3 cells showed less than 5% 13C label incorporation in either homocysteine, 

cystathionine or α-ketobutyric acid after the 13C methionine label experiment and suggest an 

absence of cysteine synthesis from methionine. In this labelling experiment, correct 

assignments of the HSQC spectra were crucial to study the flux of [U-13C] methionine in 

homocysteine and cystathionine. Given carbons are labelled in all positions in [U-13C] 

methionine, if methionine is converted in homocysteine, the carbons in position 1, 2 and 3 of 

homocysteine should be labelled (Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10). If homocysteine is then 

converted into cystathionine, carbons will be labelled in position 4, 5, 6 and 7. When comparing 

methionine, homocysteine and cystathionine peaks, it appeared that all carbons were 13C 

labelled in methionine for all cell lines (Figure 5-11 to Figure 5-14). Not all the expected 

labelled carbons were observed in homocysteine or cystathionine suggesting methionine was 

converted into neither of these two metabolites. Indeed, a closer look to the HSQC spectra 

revealed that the signal for C2 in homocysteine and C4, 5 or 6 in cystathionine were those 

corresponding to [U-13C] methionine (Figure 5-11 to Figure 5-14) and confirmed the absence 

of homocysteine and cystathionine synthesis from methionine in CII or JJN3 cells. 
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Overall, these results showed methionine being converted into creatine and phosphocreatine, 

but not into cystathionine, suggesting that methionine is not the precursor of cysteine and, thus, 

taurine synthesis in CII and JJN3 cells, independently of their DDR alteration status. 
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Figure 5-9: 13C labelled methionine flux to phosphocreatine or α-ketobutyric acid in CII 

cells after 24 hours. 

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [U-13C] methionine after 24 hours incubation 

in CII cells. Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites. For each 

experiment, bar graphs represent the percentage of 13C for one independent sample (n=1). 13C 

percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after multiplying the 13C/12C ratio 

obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC by the natural abundance of 
13C (1.1%). 
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Figure 5-10: 13C labelled methionine flux to phosphocreatine or α-ketobutyric acid in 

JJN3 cells after 24 hours. 

 

Label incorporation in metabolites arising from [U-13C] methionine after 24 hours incubation 

in JJN3 cells. Expected 13C carbons are represented in red in the different metabolites. For each 

experiment, bar graphs represent the percentage of 13C for one independent sample (n=1). 13C 

percentages (%13C) in the different carbons were calculated after multiplying the 13C/12C ratio 

obtained from the labelled and corresponding unlabelled HSQC by the natural abundance of 
13C (1.1%). 
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Figure 5-11: 1H-13C signals for methionine, homocysteine, and cystathionine in CII WT 

cells. 

CII WT cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [U-13C] methionine. 1H-13C HSQC 

spectra were acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for methionine, homocysteine, 

and cystathionine. 1H-13C signals were observed for all carbons in methionine but only in C2 

of homocysteine and C6 of cystathionine. The black cross in the centre of each section of the 

HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for each metabolite. The red circles correspond 

to the 1H-13C peaks for [U-13C] methionine. 
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Figure 5-12: 1H-13C signals for methionine, homocysteine, and cystathionine in CII ATM 

cells. 

CII ATM cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [U-13C] methionine. 1H-13C HSQC 

spectra were acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for methionine, homocysteine, 

and cystathionine. 1H-13C signals were observed for all carbons in methionine but only in C2 

of homocysteine and C5, C6 of cystathionine. The black cross in the centre of each section of 

the HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for each metabolite. The red circles 

correspond to the 1H-13C peaks for [U-13C] methionine. 
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Figure 5-13: 1H-13C signals for methionine, homocysteine, and cystathionine in JJN3 WT 

cells. 

JJN3 WT cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [U-13C] methionine. 1H-13C HSQC 

spectra were acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for methionine, homocysteine, 

and cystathionine. 1H-13C signals were observed for all carbons in methionine but only in C2 

of homocysteine and C4, C5, C6 of cystathionine. The black cross in the centre of each section 

of the HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for each metabolite. The red circles 

correspond to the 1H-13C peaks for [U-13C] methionine. 
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Figure 5-14: 1H-13C signals for methionine, homocysteine, and cystathionine in JJN3 

RNASEH2-KO cells. 

JJN3 RNASEH2-KO cells were cultured for 24 hours in media with [U-13C] methionine. 1H-
13C HSQC spectra were acquired, and the different H-C peaks are visible for methionine, 

homocysteine, and cystathionine. 1H-13C signals were observed for all carbons in methionine 

but only in C2 of homocysteine and C4, C5, C6 of cystathionine. The black cross in the centre 

of each section of the HSQC represents the expected chemical shift for each metabolite. The 

red circles correspond to the 1H-13C peaks for [U-13C] methionine.  
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 Cystathionine γ-lyase inhibition 

The next experiment focused on studying the effect of a DL-propargylglycine (PAG), an 

inhibitor of cystathionine γ-lyase (CSD) activity on cell proliferation, viability, and intracellular 

taurine levels in WT and AT LCLs. The enzyme cystathionine γ-lyase (CSD) is involved in the 

transsulfuration pathway and glutathione synthesis. CSD catalyses the hydrolysis of 

cystathionine into cysteine, α-ketobutyrate and ammonia.  

A previous publication suggested PAG could also  inhibit taurine synthesis by blocking 

cysteine sulfinic acid decarboxylase (CSAD) activity 294,335.  Based on these findings, I decided 

to study the effect of PAG in the taurine synthesis pathway in WT and AT LCLs cells using 

NMR spectroscopy. The aim was to verify the results of the above tracer-based approaches 

(5.2.2) but also to examine the consequence of the inhibition of CSD on the intracellular taurine 

levels in WT and AT LCLs and to assess if it was possible to inhibit CSAD, thus taurine 

synthesis in cells.   

First, cell growth and viability were assessed in WT and AT LCLs over 48 hours using 

increasing concentrations of PAG to ensure high cell viability and proliferation were maintained 

throughout the experiment. As shown in Figure 5-15, the viability and cell proliferation were 

not affected by PAG, and it was decided to extract metabolites in cells after 24- and 48-hours 

treatment with PAG. 

For the NMR experiment, cells were maintained in RPMI with increasing concentrations of 

PAG (1, 2 or 3mM) for treated cells or in regular RPMI for control cells. After 24 h and 48 h 

incubation, the polar intracellular content was extracted and analysed by 1D 1H NMR.  

The comparison of the intracellular metabolic profile of all LCLs indicates stable taurine and 

glutathione levels over time in treated and control cells. Homocysteine and cystathionine levels 
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increased with increasing PAG concentrations. Alanine levels decreased in a dose-dependent 

manner. 

These results could suggest that PAG only inhibited CSD activity, but not CSAD. 

Alternatively, these results could imply that taurine is not synthesised from methionine or 

cysteine, corroborating the previous labelled experiments. Thus, inhibiting CSAD activity 

would not affect taurine levels in cells. 
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Figure 5-15: Viability and growth curve of WT and AT LCLs over 48h PAG treatment.  

Approximately 60 x 104
 cells were transferred in a flask with classic RPMI (CTL) or in RPMI 

containing 1, 2 or 3 mM of PAG (1 mM PAG, 2 mM PAG, 3 mM PAG). Cell growth and 

viability were monitored over 48 h. Viability was assessed using trypan blue assay. Results are 

mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. 
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Figure 5-16: Effect of propargylglycine on intracellular metabolism of WT and AT LCLs.  

Cells were maintained in culture over 48 h in classic RPMI (CTL) or RPMI containing 1, 2 or 

3mM of PAG (1 mM PAG, 2 mM PAG, 3 mM PAG). Metabolic content was extracted after 24 

and 48 hours and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. Metabolites levels were obtained from 1H-NMR 

spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs are mean of n=3 independent samples ± 

standard deviation. Statistical significance was calculated using ANOVA *, P < 0.05; **, P < 

0.05; ***, P < 0.001.   
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 Degradation pathways inhibition 

As the source of taurine in cells was uncertain but did not appear to come from cysteine or 

methionine metabolism, I decided to investigate if taurine could arise from degradation 

processes such as autophagy or ubiquitin-proteasome pathway using inhibitors. To examine the 

effect of degradation pathways inhibition on intracellular taurine levels, an inhibitor of 

autophagy, bafilomycin (BAF), and an inhibitor of the proteasome, MG132 was used in 

isogenic cell lines. 

The first experiment aimed at monitoring cell growth and viability in cells incubated over 24 

hours with BAF or MG132 to determine the optimal time point for the NMR experiment. After 

incubation with both inhibitors, the intracellular metabolic profiles of WT cells and cells with 

defective DNA repair were obtained using 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

Cell growth and viability were assessed in DDR-deficient cells over 24 hours. Cells were 

cultured in media with 10 nM BAF or 10 μM MG132. The working concentration for each 

inhibitor used was based on previous publications 214,336–338. Media with 10 μM DMSO was 

used as a control vehicle. To choose an optimum time point for the treatments of BAF or 

MG132 for the NMR experiment, where metabolic changes are induced without altering cell 

viability or growth, both inhibitors were tested over a time course of 24 hours. Cell viability 

and growth curve of all cells treated with bafilomycin were similar to the control. For MG132, 

a decrease in cell proliferation and viability was observed after 6 hours in AT LCLs and in CII 

ATM cells (Figure 5-17). For JJN3 RNASEH2-KO cells, the same results were obtained after 

8 hours (Figure 5‑15). Based on these observations, the time of incubation chosen for the NMR 

experiments were 24 hours for BAF and 6 hours for MG132. 
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After cells were incubated 6 hours in RPMI with 10 μM of MG132 or 24 hours in RPMI with 

10 nM BAF, the polar intracellular content was extracted and analysed by 1H 1D NMR. DMSO 

was used as a control vehicle in both experiments.  

After 24 hours of BAF treatment, the most interesting metabolic change was the decreased 

intracellular intensities in taurine in all WT and DDR-deficient cells (Figure 5-18). Interestingly 

the levels of myo-inositol were also reduced in all cell lines. Autophagy inhibition also induced 

a reduction in glutathione levels in cell lines except for JJN3 RNASEH2-KO but was only 

significant for two LCLs. Other metabolic changes included changes in intracellular leucine, 

alanine, glutamate, aspartate, and asparagine levels, although the results were not consistent 

within all the cell lines used (Figure 5-19).  

After 6 hours of MG132 treatment, metabolic changes in all cell lines except WT and 

RNASEH2-KO JJN3 were detected. Interestingly, all LCLs and CII cells exhibited a decrease 

in taurine levels (Figure 5-20).  LCLs and CII cells also showed a reduction in glutathione levels 

(Figure 5-20) and an increase in leucine, valine, arginine, glutamine, phenylalanine, and 

tyrosine levels following proteasome inhibition (Figure 5-21).  

Altogether, the reduction of taurine levels in cells after autophagy or proteasome inhibition 

seemed to indicate that these degradation processes could constitute a source for taurine in cells. 
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Figure 5-17: Viability and growth curve of DDR-deficient cell lines over 24 hours BAF 

and MG132 treatment.  

Approximately 20x104 cells were transferred in a flask in RPMI with 10 µM DMSO (CTL), 10 

nM BAF or 10 µM MG132. Cell growth and viability were monitored over 24 hours. Viability 

was assessed using trypan blue assay. Results are mean of n=3 independent samples ± standard 

deviation. 
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Figure 5-18: Effect of autophagy inhibition on taurine, myo-inositol and glutathione levels 

in WT and DDR-deficient cell lines.  

Cells cultured over 24 hours in classic RPMI with 10 nM DMSO (CTL) or bafilomycin (BAF). 

The intracellular metabolic content was extracted and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. Metabolites 

levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs are mean 

of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by 

student t-test. 
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Figure 5-19: Effect of autophagy inhibition on amino acids levels in WT and DDR- 

deficient cell lines.  

Cells cultured over 24 hours in classic RPMI with 10 nM DMSO (CTL) or bafilomycin (BAF). 

The intracellular metabolic content was extracted and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. Metabolites 

levels were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs are mean 

of n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by 

student t-test. 
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Figure 5-20: Effect of proteasome inhibition on taurine and glutathione levels in WT and 

DDR-deficient cell lines.  

 

Cells were cultured over 6 hours in classic RPMI with 10 µM DMSO (CTL) or MG132. The 

intracellular metabolic content was extracted and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. Metabolites levels 

were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs are mean of 

n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by 

student t-test. 
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Figure 5-21: Effect of proteasome inhibition on amino acids levels in WT and DDR- 

deficient cell lines.  

 

Cells were cultured over 6 hours in classic RPMI with 10 µM DMSO (CTL) or MG132. The 

intracellular metabolic content was extracted and analysed by 1D 1H NMR. Metabolites levels 

were obtained from 1H-NMR spectra after processing in Metabolab.  Bar graphs are mean of 

n=3 independent samples ± standard deviation. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 by 

student t-test. 
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 Measurement of oxidative stress in ATM-deficient cells 

The next experiment was aimed at characterising the role of taurine in DDR-deficient cells. A 

link between oxidative stress and the DNA damage response has already been emphasised as 

reviewed in 190. In particular, the ATM pathway is involved in redox homeostasis. Indeed, 

oxidative stress has been shown to lead to ATM activation and downstream activation of the 

DDR 69,307. On the other hand, ATM-deficient cells were shown to display increased 

mitochondrial ROS levels and subsequent oxidative stress 72,339.  

In this thesis, measurements of reactive oxygen species were performed in CII WT and ATM-

deficient leukemic cell lines. The objective was to examine a possible correlation between ROS 

levels and the higher taurine levels measured in CII ATM, as taurine has been proposed to 

function as antioxidant. 

For this experiment, total intracellular levels of ROS and mitochondrial ROS were measured 

in the leukemic cell lines CII WT and ATM.  Cells were cultured for 24 hours in classic RPMI 

before staining with 2’,7’-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) or MitoSOX™. Both 

DCFH-DA and MitoSOX turn fluorescent upon oxidation. The difference between these stains 

resides in their substrates, intracellular ROS and mitochondrial superoxide (O2
•−), respectively 

340. 

Five minutes before staining, cells were maintained in classic RPMI (control), or 1mM H2O2 

was added to the culture media. Cell fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry.  

As shown in  Figure 5-22, total ROS levels were not higher in CII ATM compared to WT. 

After treatment with H2O2, CII ATM exhibited higher total ROS levels than WT cells. For 

mitochondrial ROS measurements, CII ATM demonstrated higher ROS levels before and after 

treatment with H2O2.   
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These results could suggest a link between the high levels of taurine observed in the CII ATM 

and the oxidative stress in these cells, but further experiments are required to corroborate this 

hypothesis.  
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Figure 5-22: Measurement of total intracellular ROS and mitochondrial ROS in CII WT 

and ATM. 

Intracellular and mitochondrial ROS levels were measured by flow cytometry in CII WT and 

ATM cell lines. Cells were cultured for 24 hours and kept in classic RPMI (CTL) or incubated 

in RPMI with 1mM H2O2 before DCFDA or MitoSox staining and fluorescence measurement 

by flow cytometry. The analysis was carried out with FlowJo software. Histograms are results 

for n=1 independent experiment.  
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 Discussion 

 Absence of taurine synthesis 

In this chapter, I explored the sources and the synthesis pathway of taurine. After verifying 

that the media culture did not contain taurine, I used 1H-13C HSQC to explore taurine synthesis 

pathway in WT and ATM or RNASE-H2 deficient cells and study if differences in 13C labelled 

cysteine and methionine flux existed between these cells. In every HSQC experiment using 

[13C3] cysteine, cysteine seemed to be only metabolised into glutathione as indicated by the 13C 

label incorporation in C12 and C13. Taurine synthesis from cysteine appeared absent as 

demonstrated by the absence of 13C label incorporation in taurine and hypotaurine in all WT or 

DDR-deficient cell lines. The lack of signal splitting for taurine in the HSQC, although it could 

be explained the fact that the level of 13C label incorporation in taurine was too low for 

detection, it also supports the idea of the absence of 13C taurine thus its synthesis from cysteine. 

It is unlikely that the absence of labelling incorporation in taurine is the consequence of too 

short incubation time with [13C3] cysteine as the same labelling pattern was observed after 

longer incubation with 13C cysteine. 

Regarding the methionine labelled experiment, only phosphocreatine and creatine appeared 

to be labelled from [U-13C] methionine. The absence of 13C label incorporation in 

homocysteine, cystathionine and α-ketobutyric acid suggests a lack of cysteine synthesis from 

methionine; therefore, methionine does not seem to be a precursor of taurine in cells studied.  

To my knowledge, this was the first time 13C labelled methionine and cysteine were used to 

assess taurine synthesis in blood cells. The taurine pathway has been previously explored in 

other cell lines and primary cultures after incubation with labelled precursors, but the results 

varied between the cell type studied. For instance, taurine synthesis was investigated in primary 

rats astroglial cells and revealed oxidation of 13C cysteine into taurine and hypotaurine 341. On 
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the contrary, in HCT116 colorectal carcinoma cells, no taurine labelling was observed after 

incubation in media where glucose and all amino acids were 13C labelled 342. In another 

experiment using radioactive cysteine in cells of neural origin, incorporation of radioactivity 

from [35S]cysteine in taurine was measured in primary murine astrocytes and neurons and C6 

rat glioma cell line, but not in the other brain-derived transformed cell lines 343.  

Given that taurine synthesis ability and levels depend on the cell type 239,240, the absence of 

taurine labelled from cysteine in the cells lines studied within this project could be explained 

by the inability of B-cells and plasma cells to synthesise taurine. This hypothesis is supported 

by the low RNA expression levels of CSAD found in blood cells compared to other cell types, 

as stated in the Human Protein Atlas (http://www.proteinatlas.org). To further confirm the 

absence of taurine synthesis in these cells, it would be interesting to perform anti-cysteine 

sulfinic acid decarboxylase Western Blot to study CSAD expression at protein levels. 
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 Treatment with propargylglycine did not affect 

intracellular taurine levels 

Another way to examine taurine metabolism was by using a supposed inhibitor of taurine 

synthesis, the propargylglycine. After 24 hours and 48 hours of incubation with PAG, higher 

intracellular levels of homocysteine and cystathionine were observed in a dose-dependent 

manner in WT and AT LCLs. It was probably a direct consequence of inhibition by PAG, which 

is known to inhibit the conversion of cystathionine into cysteine. Indeed, similar results were 

observed in primary mouse hepatocytes 294 and the plasma of rats 344 after treatment with 

propargylglycine. In primary hepatocytes and rats, PAG treatment did not affect intracellular 

glutathione levels and coincided with the observation of stable glutathione after PAG treatment 

in LCLs. Intracellular levels of taurine also remained stable in LCLs after PAG treatment. It 

was in contrast with previous findings where PAG treatment decreased the taurine levels in 

primary hepatocytes and rats 294,344. A plausible reason could be that differences of CSAD 

expression levels, and activity exist between rat hepatocytes or tissue and the cells lines studied 

in this project.  

Because of the limited number of publications showing a reduction of taurine levels upon 

PAG treatment and suggesting a dual inhibitory effect of PAG on CSD and CSAD, 

propargylglycine was first suspected to be able to inhibit CSD and not CSAD. Therefore, 

cysteine in the culture media could continue to be converted into hypotaurine and, in turn, to 

taurine in LCLs 294 and could explain the absence of variation in taurine levels after PAG 

treatment. However, a more probable explanation can be derived from the 13C labelled cysteine 

and methionine experiments which seemed to indicate that there was no taurine synthesis from 

cysteine in any of the cells used in this project. Therefore, if taurine is not derived from cysteine, 
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blocking the conversion of cysteine sulfinate to hypotaurine with PAG would not have an 

impact on taurine intensities.  

Finally, after PAG treatment in LCLs, a decrease in intracellular alanine intensities was also 

observed. This result was unexpected as the modulation of intracellular alanine levels by 

propargylglycine has not been reported so far. An off-target effect of the inhibitor was suspected 

but would need to be further investigated.  
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 Degradation pathways, a source of taurine in cells? 

The increased taurine found in DDR-deficient cells did not seem to be related to an increase 

in the taurine synthesis pathway and, moreover, the described taurine synthesis pathway did not 

seem to be used in the haematological cell lines studied in this project. Hence, other potential 

sources of taurine were explored, and the degradation pathways (autophagy and proteasome) 

were studied as alternatives to taurine synthesis.  

After autophagy inhibition, by treating cells with bafilomycin, taurine levels were reduced in 

all cell lines independently of their mutation status. It could imply that autophagy is a source 

for taurine in cells. Interestingly, Kaneko et al. 250 highlighted for the first time a link between 

autophagy and taurine. In their publication, taurine was found to promote autophagosome 

formation and autophagic flux in mouse adipocytes through activation of the transcriptional 

factor EB (TFEB). Although the experimental approaches were different, the results of Kaneko 

et al. and those presented in this thesis, encourage the idea of crosstalk existing between taurine 

and autophagy in cells. Besides, autophagy was shown to facilitate the degradation of 

components of the repair network, demonstrating its importance in the DDR. It was further 

evidenced in studies revealing autophagy activation during  DDR via mTORC1, reviewed in 

345–347. Most remarkably, recent studies have shown upregulation and disturbance of the 

autophagy in cells lacking ATM 72,209,235. It is possible that autophagy, the DDR, and taurine 

are all intimately correlated, and that autophagy might be partly at the origin of the increase in 

taurine observed in DDR-deficient cells. 

Changes in glutathione levels in cells after autophagy inhibition were anticipated as previous 

publications have demonstrated increased ROS production in a mouse leukemic cell line after 

treatment with bafilomycin 348 and after deletion of autophagy-related 7 protein in mouse 

skeletal muscle 349. However, treatment with bafilomycin on WT and DDR-deficient cells 
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induced a contrary effect and glutathione was reduced following autophagy inhibition. A 

plausible reason could be a reduction of mitochondrial quality in these cells also reported in rat 

neurons after bafilomycin treatment. In permeabilised rat neurons, complex I, II, IV-linked 

respiration was reduced, measured by oxygen consumption rate (OCR) using appropriate 

substrates, and mitochondrial DNA damage were increased upon autophagy inhibition 214. 

Similar mitochondrial OCR and damage measurements could be done in WT and DDR-

deficient cells to confirm mitochondrial impairment after bafilomycin treatment. 

 Concerning the changes in myo-inositol levels, despite Criollo’s 350 finding that the inositol 

trisphosphate receptor regulates autophagy in cells at the level of the endoplasmic reticulum 

and the mitochondria,  it was unclear how bafilomycin had affected the inositol derivative, myo-

inositol levels in this experiment. It possible that the decrease in myo-inositol is caused by the 

decreased activity of phosphatidylinositol signalling itself linked with autophagy. The present 

experiments could not assess this question, but it could be clarified in future studies.  

The other degradation pathway studied was the proteasome. After the proteasome inhibition, 

intracellular levels of taurine and glutathione were found to be reduced in WT and AT cells. 

However, MG132 treatment did not induce any significant metabolic changes in JJN3 cells. 

The absence of metabolic variations in JJN3 cells was surprising as multiple myeloma cells are 

known to exert high proteasome inhibition sensitivity even exploited in clinical trials as 

reviewed in 351. A probable reason could be the time point chosen in this project. Indeed, the 

decision on the incubation time was based on cell viability and proliferation assay. Or, in JJN3 

cells, high cell viability was maintained over eight hours vs six hours for the other cell lines. It 

might be that JJN3 cells uptake MG132 slower than the other cells within this project; therefore, 

a six-hour treatment might not be sufficient to induce noticeable metabolic changes in the 

multiple myeloma cells. It would be interesting to repeat this experiment using more prolonged 
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MG132 exposure to find out if the metabolic profiles of JJN3 cells remained unchanged. The 

reduced taurine levels observed in WT and AT cells support once more degradation pathways, 

including ubiquitin-proteasome, could be a source of taurine in cells. It has not been reported 

before and could be the first evidence of haematological cells using degradation pathways to 

obtain taurine.  

The proteasome is responsible for protein degradation in cells, but because taurine is not a 

constituent of proteins, it is unclear how proteasome inhibition could affect taurine levels. Since 

Suzuki et al. 242 demonstrated for the first time that taurine may be covalently linked to tubulin, 

it could be that taurine is increased following the breakdown of tubulin or, taurine may be 

incorporated into other proteins, still unknown to this day. It will be interesting to explore this 

further. Besides, according to the extent of cellular processes regulated through the ubiquitin-

proteasome pathway , including cell cycle, cell metabolism, protein quality control and 

apoptosis reviewed in 352, it is likely that the taurine levels modulation could be an indirect 

consequence of proteasome inhibition.  

Over the last years, the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) has revealed its importance in the 

DNA repair processes, including in (I) interacting with DNA repair proteins through ubiquitin-

like domains (II) recycling proteins in the DDR network, (III) stabilising repair factors, 

reviewed in 196,200,353. The UPS is also involved in the modulation of the cellular responses to 

radiation 201. It might be that the increase in intracellular taurine in DDR-deficient cells and 

cells after in vitro radiation observed in this thesis were caused by proteasome activation as a 

result of a high degree of DNA damage. However, this hypothesis needs corroboration. 

On the other hand, the reduction in glutathione levels in WT and AT cells after proteasome 

inhibition was expected because it was previously reported in juxtaglomerular cells 219, in 
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human pulmonary fibroblast 221 and lung cancer cells 354 after treatment with MG132 although 

the mechanism for this reduction is yet unclear.  

Other metabolic changes were observed in cell lines after autophagy or proteasome inhibition, 

including variable changes in amino acids levels. These results were difficult to interpret as the 

changes in metabolic levels were different between the cell lines, and no correlation could be 

found between modification of metabolic levels and cell types or their mutation status. 

Overall, the reduction of taurine intracellular levels in WT and DDR-deficient cells after 

autophagy or proteasome inhibition suggests a role of degradation pathways in taurine 

homeostasis in cells. Besides, given the role of autophagy and proteasome in the DDR, these 

degradations pathways may be at the origin of the taurine levels elevation in cells with defective 

DNA repair.  
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 Enhanced oxidative stress in cells defective for ATM 

ROS measurements in CII cells demonstrated higher levels of mitochondrial ROS in CII 

ATM. After the treatment with hydrogen peroxide, CII ATM also exhibited a more pronounced 

increase in mitochondrial ROS levels compared to CII WT. It can be explained by the loss of 

ATM and its inability to act as a ROS sensor. Besides, these results were expected as 

Agathanggelou and co-workers showed that ATM-null primary and isogenic CLL exhibit 

elevated mitochondrial ROS levels and increased sensitivity to pro-oxidants 355. Although the 

question of oxidative stress in ATM-deficient cells had already been addressed, it was 

interesting to confirm the more pronounced oxidative stress in ATM-deficient cells in the 

context of the taurine investigation. 

Given taurine’s antioxidative properties, the higher levels of taurine found in ATM-deficient 

CII cells could be linked with the high level of oxidative stress found in cells with a defective 

DNA repair pathway. However, more experiments are needed to confirm these observations. 

For instance, it would be interesting to measure mitochondrial ROS levels in DDR-deficient 

cells after taurine supplementation and see if taurine can reduce oxidative stress.  

In conclusion, in this chapter, I have shown an absence of taurine synthesis from cysteine or 

methionine in WT and DDR-deficient cells. It seems that intracellular taurine arises, at least 

partially, from clearance pathways, including not only autophagy but also the ubiquitin-

proteasome system. Moreover, the higher taurine levels in DDR-deficient seemed to be 

associated with oxidative stress.  
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 Final discussion 
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 Major findings 

The DNA damage response (DDR) supports genome stability and prevents the transmission 

of erroneous genetic information in cells. Hence, there are multiple consequences to alterations 

of these repair mechanisms, including cell malfunctioning, further triggering diseases, cancer, 

or ageing 1,3. In recent years, a link between the DDR and metabolism was discovered, 

demonstrating that defective repair mechanisms can cause metabolic rewiring. However, given 

the complexity of the repair and metabolic networks, it remains to be identified whether certain 

enzymes or metabolites are associated with specific repair pathways or alterations 135,185. 

Therefore, this thesis aimed to identify critical metabolites in association with the loss of two 

crucial DNA repair proteins, ATM or RNase H2, which are of particular importance in a disease 

context. The recognition of novel crosstalk between these two erroneous proteins and 

metabolism could be exploited for the design of new therapies, particularly in cells with 

deficient DNA repair that had evolved chemoresistance 123,134.  

The approach chosen to identify metabolic markers of DDR alterations was to compare the 

metabolism of cells with deficient ATM or RNase H2 using an NMR methodology. Other 

experiments, including treatments with inhibitors and tracer-based NMR, were also performed, 

along with experiments to characterise the mechanism behind the metabolic changes observed. 

The metabolic change that came to our attention was the increased intracellular taurine levels 

observed in all haematological cell models lacking ATM or RNase H2 compared to the control.  

An interesting metabolic change observed in all haematological cell models lacking ATM, or 

RNase H2 was the increased intracellular taurine levels compared to the control. In ATM-

deficient cells, the variations in taurine levels were further associated with the loss and 

inhibition of the ATM kinase activity. On the other hand, our NMR data obtained from cells 
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exposed to ionising radiation, known to cause lesions in the DNA, suggested the increase in 

taurine might be linked with a high level of DNA damage in cells. 

 

While the metabolic analysis of the culture media excluded an extracellular origin for taurine, 

it was clear from our tracer-based NMR studies that no increase of taurine biosynthesis occurred 

in the DDR-deficient cells from the usual metabolic precursors, cysteine, and methionine. 

Besides, inhibiting CSAD did not affect taurine levels in cells which had eliminated the idea of 

targeting taurine synthesis in cells with defective DNA repair. The absence of taurine synthesis 

might be explained by a lack of enzymes required for its biosynthesis but, an idea that emerges 

from these data was that cells might be using other pathways for their supply of taurine. 

The results from the autophagy and proteasome inhibitor experiments suggested taurine could 

originate, at least partially from degradation pathways. This finding was of particular interest 

in the context of DNA repair alterations given both autophagy and proteasome have been shown 

to be linked with the DDR. Although not fully elucidated, the proposed mechanism for the 

increase in intracellular taurine in DDR-deficient cells, depicted in Figure 6-1, involved an 

increase in autophagic and proteolytic flux in cells lacking ATM- or RNaseH2. The increase in 

the activity of the degradation pathways could occur (I) through the activation of intermediate 

factors, so far unidentified following the loss of ATM or RNase H2, (II), as a result of increased 

DNA damage or (III) both. Therefore, the increase in taurine could represent a marker of DNA 

damage. Increasing the autophagic and the proteolytic flux might also be a strategy that DDR-

deficient cells have found to maintain high intracellular levels of taurine, to fight against the 

oxidative stress. Although this mechanism remains elusive, it was suggested by the higher ROS 

levels concomitant with higher levels of taurine measured in ATM-deficient cells together with 

previous studies suggesting the role of taurine as an antioxidant 246–249. 
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Figure 6-1: Schematic representation of the hypothetic mechanism for the increase in 

taurine in cells lacking ATM or RNase H2  

Briefly, the accumulation of DNA damage in ATM- or RNase H2- deficient cells cause an 

increase in the autophagic and proteolytic fluxes that will be responsible for the increase taurine 

in cells. Taurine could be playing a protective role against DNA damage in the nucleus or 

oxidative stress. 
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The increase in taurine was not observed in primary CLL cells lacking ATM but, this could 

be explained by the high heterogeneity that characterises CLL and, the fact that the cells were 

arrested in G0, thus were less metabolically active. Nonetheless, an interesting finding emerged 

from the preliminary experiment to choose adequate samples to use for the metabolic study on 

primary CLLs. It appeared that differences in glutamine and glutamate existed between cells 

used directly after their isolation from blood or after being thawed. Not only this preliminary 

experiment revealed its importance in staying consistent with the type of samples used within 

metabolic studies but also suggested fresh primary CLL samples are more suitable when it 

comes to examining glutamine or glutamate metabolism.  

From our results from the 1D screening of DDR-deficient cells, I suspected that the loss of 

ATM or RNase H2 had caused changes in the glucose and glutamine flux in cells, but the tracer-

based NMR approaches did not support that hypothesis. Interesting findings though were the 

preferential use for glutamine of the isogenic cell lines and the absence of asparagine synthesis. 

Although this could be a feature of the in vitro models in this thesis, it showed the power of the 

tracer-based NMR to measure metabolic fluxes using isotopically labelled precursors. 

Finally, the other metabolic differences that existed between the cell lines, or between the 

same cell lines but with distinct DNA repair alterations, could be explained by the various 

cellular origins of our in vitro models and the fact that ATM or RNase H2 are two proteins 

involved in separate repair mechanisms. Indeed, ATM and RNase H2 proteins have different 

downstream targets, plus distinct cell probably exerts differences in their basal metabolism. 

Nonetheless, it revealed the importance of being consistent with the type of cells and of DDR 

alterations to study while performing metabolic studies.  

In summary, the findings in this thesis contributed to an enlarged view of ATM and RNase 

H2 implications in metabolism. Most importantly, it was the first time NMR-based methods 
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were used to investigate the metabolic role of RNase H2. Also, for the first time, a link between 

the degradation pathways and taurine was established, in the DDR context. These findings not 

only contribute towards the understanding of ATM or RNase H2 in disease and cancer but also 

provide opportunities for the development of therapies. 
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 Future perspectives  

Even though several aims were achieved throughout this thesis, investigating the metabolism 

of haematological cells with deficient ATM or RNase H2 has raised questions that were left 

unanswered. 

First, the implication of taurine in the DDR-deficient cells should be further studied. One 

could consider measuring the phosphorylation of histone H2AX (γH2AX), a marker of DNA 

damage, after irradiation concomitant with taurine supplementation. Indeed, if the 

supplementation of taurine decreases the levels of γH2AX, that would confirm that taurine plays 

a protective role against DNA damage. Another possible diversion of this study would be to 

assess whether taurine localises predominantly within the nucleus, known as the site of the 

DDR, for instance, by comparing the metabolic profile of different cell compartment using 

NMR. Alternatively, measuring ROS levels in DDR-deficient cells after inducing oxidative 

stress using hydrogen peroxide with or without taurine supplementation to see if taurine can 

reduce oxidative stress would help resolve the question of the implication of taurine as an 

antioxidant.  

Also, it could be interesting to measure CSAD expression and activity in the cell lines within 

this project to confirm the inability of these cells to synthesise taurine by comparing them with 

cells with a well-described CSAD activity.  

On the other hand, the metabolic crosstalk between degradations pathways, taurine and ATM 

or RNase H2, should be corroborated. For example, transcriptomics analysis could improve the 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying the metabolic reprogramming in DDR-deficient 

cells and could help identify possible intermediates factors. The same way, it would be 

interesting to look at markers of autophagy and proteasome activation in DDR-deficient cells. 

Furthermore, it would be interesting to verify if the autophagy and proteasome activity increases 
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in response to DNA damage rather than consequently to the loss of ATM or RNase H2 in our 

cell models. Besides, we can imagine that in the future, the modulation of autophagy or 

proteasome in DDR-deficient cells could have a therapeutic potential; thus, research should be 

carried out in that sense. Finally, to uncover the link between the degradation pathways and 

taurine homeostasis, one could study if the activation of autophagy and proteasome in cells 

causes an increase in intracellular taurine levels.  

Taurine has been shown to activate TUG1, a long non-coding RNA which is involved in 

metabolism and whose promoter presents a binding site for p53 265. Therefore, it would also be 

interesting to study if the increase in intracellular taurine intensities in cells with ineffective 

DDR is associated with an upregulation of the expression levels of TUG1 and identify which 

genes it regulates.  

Another obvious progression of this work would be to include a larger number of primary 

CLL cells, this time cycling and after ensuring they are metabolically active to determine if 

these cells had higher levels of taurine that normal CLL cells. Also, to solve the problem of 

primary cell variability, genome editing method could be used to generate stable controls. Or 

the metabolic impact of the loss of ATM or RNase H2 in other primary cell types presenting 

less inter-variability and that can be more easily maintained in culture than primary CLL cells, 

could be studied. 

It would also be interesting to complete this project by studying the metabolism of other cell 

types lacking ATM or RNase H2 to characterise whether an identical metabolic rewiring occurs 

in these other cells or if it is a feature of cells from a haematological origin. Also, this metabolic 

study could be extended study to other examples of DDR alterations in cell lines and primary 

cells to characterise whether the increase in taurine is a general feature of DDR alterations and 

DNA damage or only of ATM and RNase H2 deficiencies. 
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Finally, because of the differences that existed between the metabolism of chronic 

lymphocytic leukaemia and multiple myeloma cells, in a different project, the glucose and 

glutamine fluxes could be investigated in other cell lines and primary cells of these hematologic 

malignancies, as well with healthy-B and plasma cells. The interest will be to give more insight 

into the consequence of DDR alterations in some specific diseases. Also, together with ASNS 

expression levels and activity assessments, that could answer whether the lack of asparagine 

synthesis is a feature of CLL and multiple myeloma diseases.  
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 Conclusion 

Overall, this thesis demonstrated that defective ATM- and RNaseH2-initiated repair 

mechanisms caused metabolic rewiring in human haematological cells. The main finding was 

the higher intracellular levels of taurine found in cells lacking ATM or RNaseH2, used as 

models of DDR alterations, where degradations processes were likely to act as a source for 

taurine. Even though the increase in taurine intracellular levels could be specific to the loss of 

ATM and RNase H2, the same phenomenon could occur for other types of DNA repair 

alterations. Therefore, this study proposes new insights in the crosstalk that exists between the 

DDR and the metabolic networks and, further investigations should aim at researching the 

metabolic role of the different key proteins in the DNA repair pathways. The discovery of new 

associations between these two complex networks could contribute towards the development 

of new therapies or the enhancement of existing ones in DDR-related diseases or defective 

DNA repair cancers. 
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